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W’ar have maintained with honor the
proper observance of this day.
It is now
the duty of the veterans of the recent
war to assist in seeing that the spirit of
the day does not wane.
The American Legion does not believe,
nor does it wish to convey the
impression that its members are more patriotic
mindful of the proprieties of the
day than the majority of their fellow
townspeople. It does, however, believe
or

more

that it would be derelict in its duty if it
did not at this time each year impress on

Legion,
R. A.

RAMHALL, Commander.
Fuller C. Wentworth, Adjutant.
WINFIELD S. CURTIS
Winfield

Scott Curtis died

Apiil 26th after

some

with tuberculosis. He

in Waldo

time of
was

suffering

born in Swan-

ville, Feb. 24, 1863, the son of Benjamin
He was a
Nancy Ricker Curtis.
farmer and always worked in his home
town, where he made many friends. Always willing to lend a helping hand to
those in trouble he will be greatly missed
He was twice marby his home circle
and

ried,

his first

died

seven

and two

wife,

years

He leaves to

Jennie B.

Stevens,

after their

mourn

marriage.
their loss two sisters

brothers,

Mrs. Mary Phelps of
Exeter, N H., Mrs. Charles Twombly of
Waldo, Willard Curtis of Monroe, Charles
R Curtis of Swanville; also several nieces
and

nephews.
Swanville.

The

interment

was

in

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice D. Towle and
little daughter Evelyn arrived Thursday
from California, where they spent the
winter and are
Mr.
past
guests of
Towle’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Towle, East Belfast. They will later
make their home in the Marriner house
on Congress street.

ay Haddock

obsters
Mackerel

>ysters

The

baseball game was played on the Congress street
grounds last
Saturday between the men of the Central Maine Power
Company and of the
rire
score

Department.
of 6 to 5.

The latter

won

by

a

Adjutant Gannon of Thomas H. Marshall Post wishes to
notify people who
want flags to decorate the
graves in Belfast cemeteries for Memorial
Day, that
they may be obtained at the G. A. R
ilall.

Ralph, the bright three year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Decrow, ob
served his birthday
Monday afternoon
by entertaining twelve little friends
Bink jello, assorted cakes
and a birthday
cake with twelve candles were
served,
while baskets filled with assorted candies and wafers were souvenirs
o- the
event. The little host was the
recipient
of many gifts.
WALDO

COUNTY HOSPITAL.
A son
born to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pullman at the hospital
May 20t.h. He has
been named Lawrence Averill.Mrs. N.
S. Donahue and baby
son, Merrill Lacey
left for their home Monday.Lincoln
Boyle, chef at the Dutch restaurant, is a
medical patient....Miss Sarah Chaples is
a medical patient...Nelson V.
Cornforth,
who has been at the hospital for
treatment, returned home Monday.
was

surgical

Halibut
Alewives
Cod
Clams

Market

The public, particularly
parents, are
urged to attend the finals in the B. H. S.
prize speaking contest to be held in the
Armory Thursday evening, June 2nd.
This work is compulsory and those participating were selected from the sophomore class by the
following judges: Mrs.
Arthur E. Wilson, Mrs. Harry A. Foster
and Rev. Charles W. Martin, and include
Louise Newell, Gretchen Fletcher, Pauline Stackpole, Dorothy Spear, Margaret
Eaton, Vivian Wentworth, Everard Bailey, Linwood Thayer, Marion Rhoades,
Wesley Patterson, David Moody and
Harold Kelley. The prizes, $5, $3 and $2
for both boys and girls, are from the $20
gitl for the purpose given by the City
National Bank.

Ralph L. Cooper and bride, Miss
Gladys Sadie Ramsdell, R. N., of Medford, formerly of Milo, arrived Saturdaynight and are at the groom’s home on
High street. The groom is a prominent
business man, the head of the prosfirm of the Cooper Lumber Company, president of the Belfast Building
Company and a director of the Waldo
Trust Company. He is a member of the
parish of the First Parish (Unitarian)
church. The bride is well known here
having visited in Belfast and Northport.
She is a graduate of the Milo High school
and of Shaw's Business College of Ban
For four years she was in the office
gor.
of Dr. H. T. Clough of Bangor. Later
she studied obstetrical nursing at the
Leighton Private Hospital in Portland
and has recently been located in Farmington. For a few vears she was assistant in the post office in Milo, where she
lived with her mother, now Mrs. William
Annis. They are the recipients of many
felicitations.
young
perous

Mr. \\ alter J. Clifford (Ding) returned
Thursday of last week from Boston, after
having oeeu called there, for a conference

with the managers of the Black New
While in
the Boston office Mr. Clifford had the
pleasure of looking over the booking of
the pictures that will be seen at the Colonial, and can assure his many patrons
of some line entertainments. There were
about 5(1 of the managers at the meeting.
That Belfast was on the map is attested
by the fact that Belfast was second in
relative gain for anniversary week.
At
(he slag dinner given bv Mr. Black, Mr.
Clifford had the pleasure of meeting the
popular screen star, Mr. Thomas Meighan, who spoke at length on some of the
trials and tribulations of a screen artist.
Mr. Meighan came from New York purposely to attend this banquet and in the
course of
his remarks said he would
rather have people like him than to have
all the money in the world. The meeting .was a success both from entertaining
and instructive standpoints.

Englanc Circuit of theatres.

ders quickly delivered to all points withlimits.

[Perry’s

interesting

think it will be impossible to have the whole bridge complete for dedication before Labor Day.

t

have fresh fish arriving every day.
varieties for Friday and Saturday:
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Frank I'. Hazeltine Post of the AmeriLegion will assis t Thomas fi. Marshall Post of the G. A. R. in the observance of Memorial
Day. The Legion is
making arrangements for the parade,
which will form on Church street at 10
o’clock Monday morning.
The parade
will be headed by the police, followed by
the Belfast Band. Then will come in order a detachment from Co. fi, 3rd Maine
Infantry, American Legion, Sons of Veterans, Thomas H. Marshall ljost and its
allied bodies, Belfast chapter of American
Red Cross, City Government and
other societies which have been invited
to participate in the parade.
The line of
march will be as usual. At the cemetery
services will be held at the graves of the
veterans of the Civil War fol.owed by
services at the grave commemorating
those who died in the recent war. EveryBelfast and.vicinity is urged to
one in
attend the services at the cemetery. Immediately after the parade Thomas H.
Marshall Post will return to their hall
and cairy out their regular program of
the day including an address of Welcome,
the adjutant’s report, reading the roll of
honor, interspersed with music.
can
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Always
Good yield
Ten

cent

per
yield is LOW, if you
DON’T GET IT. 61% yield is HIGH,
wien you always do get it.

Now that deflation is running its course,
nmy investors are again checking over
their investments for SAFETY.
More and more, they are turning to
Central Maine Power Company 7% Preferred Stock. Its yield is 61%—not high
with many preferred

as

compared
stocks,
a satisfactory yield,
considering that it
is always
forthcoming and tas been since
the security was first issued over
eighteen
f nt

years ago.

After all, now that deflation is here,
isn't 61%, combined with what Maine investors feel sure is absolute safety, about
all anyone wants?

Company
Augusta, Maine
Burns, Windsor Hotel, Belfast,

Representative.

POOR’S Mills. Mr. and Mrs. harles
Boynton have moved to the home they
recently bought....Mrs. E. H. Colby and
grandaughter of Sunset have been guests
of Mrs. Annabell Underwood 'the past
week....Mr. and Mrs. George Daggett
and family spent Sunday in Liberty with
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon....Mr, and Mrs.
John Merrithew and family of Stockton
Springs spent Sunday with relatives
here ...Mr. and Mrs. Horace Wentworth,
Mr. and Mrs. Dutch with other friends
called at Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Wentworth’s Sunday....Miss Maude Bryant
spent the week-end in Searsmont with
her parents....Mr. and Mrs. Webster of
Swanville spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thompson....M sfes Marion
and Sara Wood spent the week-end with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Sheldon...There were 27 from here attended the entertainment given at the
Head-of-the-Tide last Friday evening...
The cyclone that went through
valley Sunday did a great lot of damage,
blowing a large barn down on the Pearl
Brook farm and uprooting apple trees and
breaking down shade trees. The lightning also struck in several places...Carl
Cole of Camden recently visited his
mother...Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wood
recently spent the day in Montville the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jackson.
..Mrs. Sophia Hartshorn of Morrill
visited her daughter, Mrs. Fred

this

Central Maine Power

W. J.

Wednesday,
Martin.

He

of Rev. and Mrs. Charles W.
was

accompanied by

his

bride.
The opening dance of the season at the
attractive pavilion on the New Belfast
Fair grounds will be held next Monday
evening, May 30th. McReeu’s orchestra
will furnish music and Herbert W. Healey will cater.
Mrs Belle L. Cates began Tuesday on
contract for men’s golf coats for Fuller
& Sullivan of Boston.
Her shop is pleasantly located on Field street and while
her crew at present is small she will
gradually increase it.
a

PERSONAL
Fred Dynton of Castine
the past week on business.

was

160

evening,

All members of Thomas H. Marshall
Post and its allied societies are urged to
meet in Memorial hall Sunday forenoon
to attend in a body the memorial sermon
to be given in the First Parish (Unitarian) church by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs John B. McIntyre, who
have been in Belfast several years, while
Mr. McIntyre has been engaged in the
fishing business, will leave soon for
Charleston, S. C., where he has a fine
position. They have returned from Camden, where they were guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. McIn-

mittee.

,

one

day last week.

Carter

well known and had many friends in
Belfast and vicinity. He was one of the
victims of the typhoid fever epidemic.
Mr, and Mrs. French have the sympathy
of friends here.

was

Thomas H. Marshall Circle had a meprogram at their meeting Tuesday afternoon.
They will meet next
Saturday at 1 p. m. in Memorial hall to
make the wreaths for decorat'ng the
graves in Grove Cemeter. and all members are urged to be present. Their next
regular meeting will be Wednesday, June
8th, for their Flag Day program and a
birthday lunch. All are asked to bring
morial

extra

for the luncheon.

Auction Parties.
Mrs. Sumner C.
Pattee gave a very delightful auction
last
party
Wednesday evening for her
mother, Mrs. Albert D. Mowrey, who
makes her home with her. Covers were
laid for fourteen guests at daintily appointed tables with centers of snap
dragons and original water color place
cards, the work of Mrs. Pattee. The
guests were Mrs. Amelia Allen, Miss
Maude Barker, Mrs Joseph W. Blaisdell,
Mrs. H. H. Carter, Mrs. George R. Doak,
Mrs. George I Keating, Mrs. Austin W.
Keating, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. H.
E. McDonald, Mrs. Fred T. Chase, Mrs.
S. A. Parker, Mrs. E. M. Giidden and
Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth.... Mrs. George
R. Doak and Mrs. H. H. Carter were
guests at a birthday party given in their
honor Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Horace E. McDonald. The afternoon was spent with
auction, the prizes
going to Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. Marion E. Brown and Mrs. Clement W. Wescott. The score cards were yellow and

pink

roses.

Light

refreshments

were

served. Souvenirs of the occasion were
Dutch treats, each one bringing one,
thus creating much
merriment.
At
b 30 p. in. all adjourned to the Windsor
Hotel, where a delicious lobster supper
was served Du cti treat.
The table w-as
decorated with three large bowls ot beautiful wood vioiets. Later came two
handsome birthday cakes which were cut
by the special guests. Others present
and not mentioned were Mrs. George I.
aud Mrs. Austm W. Keating, Mrs. E.
M. Giidden, Mrs. C. A. Thompson, Mrs.
Ralph D. Southworth and Miss Maude
E. Barker—Mrs. Carl H. Stevens entertained last Saturday evening. The living and dining rooms were decorated
with roses, and small tables from which
supper was served at 7 p. m. were centered with bouquets of snapdragons.
She was assisted by Mrs. Norman A.
Read, Mrs. George C. Thompson, Misses
E. Frances Abbott and Louise R. Clement.
Auction was played during the
evening, the prizes, hand-painted baskets, going to Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee
and Mrs. C. B. Holmes.
Other guests
were
Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore, Mrs.
Charles E. Brown, Mrs. Maine
Hills,
Mrs. H. H. Holliugshead, Mrs. H. H.
Stevens, Mrs. H. L. Kilgore, Mrs. Wm.
H. Hall, Mrs. Ansel M.
Lothrop, Mrs.
Allan M. Howes, Mrs. Raymond R.
Sherman, Mrs. Dana B. Southworth,
Mrs. Richard E. Shaw, Mrs. Morris L.
Slugg, Mrs. C. B. Roberts, Miss Anne
M. Kittredge, Miss Florence E.
Dunton,
Miss Margaret L. Keene and Miss Alice
Wescott.

at

to the com-

once

Housing,
WESCOTT, chairman.
on

PERSONAL
Misses Ruth Wiley and
Madeline
Brown spent Sunday in Newport.
Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Elliott A. White, of Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg left
Wednesday by auto on a business and
pleasure trip to Boston.

Miss

Charles W. and Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick returned home Tuesday from a
delightful visit in Daytona, Fla.

Charles H. Field was in Bangor over
Friday to be present at the birthday
celebration of his brother-in-law, Charles
S. Pearl.

Miss Jennie M. Miller has returned to
her home on Bridge street after spending
the winter with Dr. and Mrs. Harry L.

Claude B. Roberts arrived Saturday
from Boston to join Mrs. Roberts for a
few days as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
E. Kittredge.

Danforth, a
N. S., at Castine,

Committee
C. W.

R. M. Johnson and family of Hallowell
in Belfast over Sunday and were
registered at the Windsor Hotel.

Miss Ora

In addition to the regular picture
program for the week of May 30th Manager
Clifford of the Colonial Thea”as *)00^e<^ 88 88 extra
attraction
Clayton, the Mystic.
The Biddeford
Daily Journal says of Clayton:
To use a slang phrase.
"Clayton has
era guessing” at the Central
theatre on
Alfred street, where he is
filling a week's
engagement.
Clayton is termed “The
Super-Mystic Marvel,” and he is well
named for there certainly seems something nearing the supernatural in the
things he does there daily, afternoon and
evening. When one tells your name by
just ‘gazing” into a shiny glass globe or
crystal as the Mystic calls it. and then
tells you what you have written on a
card which he has never seen and which
lies sealed in an envelope on a table back
of the performer, and then
gives you the
answer, all without Questions other than
to see if he is
right, why it certainly
looks j bit like the supernatural or at
least the uncanny.
And that’s what
Clayton does.

Anyone who will assist, and everyone

should, please report

were

Miss Nellie F. Harvey of Castine returned recently from a trip to the secondary schools of Frankfort and Winterport.

Penobscot

Boys

living

Miss Mary Owen returned home Saturday from Daytona, Fla., where she
spent the winter.

when there will be work in the
degiees. Matters of importance are to
come before the meeting.

members of

Colonial Theatre

Do not value a little extra effort to benefit Belfast. Let’s be alive while we are

Oscar Olson of Castine was in
a short visit.

Encamp-

All

ment, I. O. O. F., are urged to attend a
special meeting to be held next Tuesday

Cared for

Help Belfast, Waldo County, these
boys and yourselves by taking them in.

Belfast recently for

A. Regis Thombs returned recently from Castine, where she was the
guest of her parents at Richardson Hall.

Boys

20 More Homes Wanted for 40

in Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. Austin j. Fernald spent
the week-end in Thomaston.
Mrs.

('ENTiT'

FU’E

Special prices will prevail for this engagement, the same being 25 for adults
and 17 for children.

Ki/gore.

Mrs. Virgil L. Hall is in Wollaston,
Mass., called by the critical condition of
her niece, Mrs. Geneva Thompson
Dale,
who is ill with pneumonia.

student at the E.
was
the recent
Mrs. Edith Dan-

S.
the community the sacred nature of our
guest of her mother,
A member of the bridge committee of
great Commemorative Day.
forLh, High street.
the city government estimates the damThe Legion requests that May 30th, be
Miss Louise R. Clement came home
age to the railing, etc., on the bridge by
observed soberly, seriously and aright.
Sunday’s storm to be about $2,000.
last Saturday from Seal Harbor to attend
tyre.
Memorial Day is not a holiday. In the Work is progressing
the auction party given that evening by
rapidly, but the conMrs, Carl H. Stevens.
best sense of the word it is a holy day. tractors are waiting for an official visit
Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clarof the Highway Commissioners from
It is our duty as Americans to make and
ence F. French of
Mrs. Flora B. Gray, nurse, and her
Waltham, Mass., will
Augusta before they will be able to be
sorry to learn that their son, Curtis mother,
Mrs. Margaret F. Gray, left
to keep it so.
commence
on
the
approaches. The B. French, passed away May 23rd, aged Thursday for Seal
Harbor, where they
Frank D. Hazeltine Post, American work on the draw has not been
begun seventeen years and eight months. He will spend the summer.
and the committee

FISH—

"i

Rev. Jatnes Gray of Boothbay Harbor,
superintendent of this district of the
Methodist Conference was the guest

The News of Belfast.

1921.

WEST MONTVil.LE
Mrs. Nathan Vose who has been ill is
gaining.

Mr. and Mrs. George E. Leavitt returned oy auto Tuesday to their East
Belfast home. They have spent the winter with relatives in Bath, New Hampshire and in Massachusetts.

Mrs. Alice Stewart has gone to Somerville to work.

Swett,
spent the winter in Belfast.
Miss Harriet Annis of Camden
also went to Boothbay to spend the summer with Mrs. Lewis.

A family from Missouri has purchased
the E. C. Anderson farm here.

Bert Dyer of Belfast is working for
Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett returned James Bartlett.
Friday from Boothbay, where they acDavid Twitched is working for Mrs.
companied the latter’s mother, Mrs, H.
Wescott in Freedom.
B.
who

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Dilworth returned Saturday to their home in Madison after visits with
relatives in North
port and friends in Belfast.

TWIN

Nathan Vose saw a large moose Monday morning near his residence.

TORNADOES.

WiUD. Bower has purchased a driving
Not every State can boast of having horse of Fred
Bailey in Palermo.
Harold H. Hollingshead arrived Friday two tornadoes raging within its borders
Mrs.
Addie
G. Howard sold two nice
from-New York to join his wife and little at the same time.
Maine is the Dirigo
daughter in a visit with Mrs. George A. State. Last Sunday afternoon a tornado Angora kittens to parties in Boston
gathered its strength in the northwestern last week.
Quimby, Mrs. Holiingshead’s mother.
part of the State. The storm king diMr. and Mrs. O. F. Robinson have reMrs. Ida M. Barker of Waltham, Mass.,
vided his forces and sent part of them
turned from visiting
in Warren and
arrived recently to visit her cousin, Mrs.
to the sea in the direction of
charging
Thomaston.
Eugene L. Cook, and other relatives. Portland and another via
Waterville
and
She will later visit relatives in Searsport.
Mrs. Martin Whitten is ill with heart
Searsport. There was little serious damMiss Bridget Whelan has returned from age done in Lewiston, Augusta, Belfast trouble and influenza. Dr. Small of
is attending her.
Freedom
and
visits in Philadelphia and New York and
intervening points. In Richmond
is the guest of Miss Emma M. Welch and about 20 miles south of Augusta, trees “Nathan Vose has
exchanged his pair
other friends. She will spend the summer were uprooted and some damage done. In of nice colts with Dr. West of
Belfast for
in Liberty.
Brunswick, half way from Augusta to a pair of heavy work horses.
a set of farm
Portland,
worth
buildings
Mrs. O. E. Dutton of Waldo was in
The friends here of Artell Overlock
$15,000 were struck by lightning and
Belfast recently on her way home from burned.
In Portland, trees were uproot- were shocked to hear of his sudden death
Castiue, where she had been visiting her ed the false brick front of the
at his home in Freedom last week.
daughter, Miss Rena Dutton, a member hotel was blown out, a freightLaFayette
and pasThe funeral of Amtell Overlock was
of the class of 1922.
was
blown from a pier into
sengerjshed
held at his late home Friday afternoon,
the
four
bay
men
carrying
with it, three
Elmer H. Heath of Neponset, Mass.,
Rev. Mr. Abbott of Liberty officiated.
has been in Belfast the past week look- of whom were saved. At Peak’s Island
were
blown
chimneys
off
and
Ralph W. Howard recently sold a
after
his
old
home
on
Waldo avenue.
several
ing
With Mrs. Heath he will return in about small buildings were demolished. Tor- nice new milch cow and two extra nice
nado conditions existed all along the way veal calves to Walter Bessey of Thorntwo weeks for the summer.
from Portland to Biddeford. The eastern dike.
Mrs. Wm. A. Hartshorn of Boston, tornado was more
rampant and destruc
Mr. and Mrs. Lunn of Berlin, N. H.,
formerly of Berlin, Mass., is spending a tive, especially in Waterville and vicinhave purchased and taken possession of
few days in Belfast visiting her father,
Several buildings were demolished
ity.
the Rev. John Cole farm on H. B.
Thomas Rice, and is the guest of Mr. and othirs were lifted from
their foundaand Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.
tions. It was several hours before fallen Mountain.
trees could be entirely removed from the
Rev. William Berriman, pastor of the
Mrs. Maude E. Busse and little daughstreets. Our local news wiil give details Methodist Church at Unity, was in town
ter Frances, who have been living in the
of the storm wreckage in tips
recently calling on Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
county.
Mitchell house on Cedar street, have
W. Howard.
taken rooms in the Wren house on Union
MRS. CHARLOTTE M. WARREN.
street, better known as the Burgess
The Enoch Anderson farm has had a
house.
Charlotte M., widow, of the late Jere- new stable and other out buildings built
Benj. P. Hazeltine of Wheeling, West miah Warren of Searsmont, died May 24 and the house and stable painted, greatly
Virginia, arrived last Thursday to ac- at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Ida W. improving the place.
Sansom on Cottage street. She was born
company his mother, Mrs. Camilla W.
Rev. Charles Adams of South MontHazeltine, who has been in Springfield, in Hallowed, but the early years of her ville preached in the church at North
j Mass.,, the past winter. He returned to life were spent on Seven Hundred Acre Montville last Sunday morning and at
Island. In her girlhood she became a Knox Corner
i Wheeling Monday.
Sunday afternoon.
i member of the Isiesboro Baptist church.
Mrs. Claude B. Roberts of Brighton,
j
Mayo Nickerson, who recently went
Ail her long and useful life she was a
| Mass., has been in Belfast the past week, consistent
kind to all in illness to Waterville and entered the hospital
| the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Kit- | or sorrow, Christian,
a
thoughtful neighbor and for surgical treatment, is gaining and
She came to attend to repairs
tredfie.
true Iriend.
1 wo daughters and two will soon be able to return home.
and gardening at the Roberts summer
sons survive her: Mrs. Charles
Cushman
Services at Vose school house continue
home at North Shore.
of Searsmont Mrs. Ida W. Sansom of with
great interest. Baxter Whitten and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Parsons ami Belfast, Lincoln A. Warren of Searsmont Harold Nutter, the boy preachers, are
Cecil
and
and
arrived
two children,
Ralph W. Warren of Lincoluville. conducting the service's The meetings
Barbara,
Thursday from Attleboro, Mass., and are The funeral will be held at her late home begin at 1:45 standard time every Sunand
on
Parsons’
Mr.
of
Mr.
street Thursday 1 p. m., with day afternoon. There was a large conCottage
guests
parents,
j
Mrs. Albert M. Parsons. Tney plan to Rev. George C. Sauer olliciating. The gregation last Sunday. Every one is
interment will be in Searsmont.
make their home in Belfast.
welcome. The services are free to all.

j

Sergt. Walter E. Dully of Wrentham,
Mass,, accompanied by his mother, was
the guest several days re ently of Harry
and
Mr.
Coombs. Sergt. Duffy
L.
Coombs were together one year overseas
in Company A of the Pioneer Regiment.
Dr. and Mrs. Adelbert S. Merrill have
been calling upon friends in this city.
They are spending a few weeks at Lake
Dr. Merrill is the son
George, Liberty
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Merrill and a
He is now a radio
former Belfast boy.
specialist at the Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston. Mrs. Merrill was one
of the first refugees to be driven from
She is a registered
her home in France.
nurse and their marriage is the outcome
while
Dr. Merrill was in
a war romance,
service in France.

Waldo County Motors Co.
SERVICE AND SALE STATION FOR

Dort, Dodge
WILLARD
Reo

can

cars

give immediate delivery on Dodge and

and expect

We make

a car

load of Dorts

in

the im-

specialty

a

All of

We have
Our

a

our

of overhauling and
work is guaranteed.

re-

good stock of Tires and Accessories.

salesman,

demonstrate any

H. C.

For Memorial Day

BATTERIES

mediate future.

pairing.

SALMON **

Re o Cars

AUTHORIZED SERVICE STATION FOR

We

Penobscot River

"1

F. W. CURTIS, will be glad to
in which you are interested.

car

SVScCORRISCN, Proprietor
L. L.

PERRY, SVfanager

—AT—

BRAMHALL’S MARKET
This market closes
your order

early

to avoid

Monday all day.
disappointment.

Place

30 MORE STITCHERS
WANTED AT

Pullman’sPantsFactory
Bridge Street, Belfast.

SAFETY

FIRST

FIRST lias become slogan in railroadSAFETY
ing, in factories, and in all organized business.
a

There is no place where it applies with greater
force than in money matters. Don’t risk your
capital in some enticing venture, or you may lose
it all. Whatever chances you take, LEAVE PART
OF YOUR MONEY IN THIS BANK,w here it will
be found when needed.
We pay 4t%) interest

on

Waldo Trust

savings

accounts

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

CASTINE

UNITY

excess profits tax North
Waldo Pomona Grange WILL DIG FOR ANCIENT HISTORY.
inequitable, unjust, intricate, difficult
The University of Pennsylvania will
of administration and no longer producThe members of Sunrise Grange, Winundertake next month to uncover the

It is charged that the

The Republican Journal
Belfast.

Thursday,

26,

may

is

1921.

tive of sufficient revenue to justily its
terport, were present in full force to ancient city of
Beth-shan, now known as
continuance. It is inequitable and un- welcome the visiting members of North
in Palestine, permission having
just because it is often collected twice Waldo Pomona in their grange home, Beisan,
been obtained of the government. Prof.
and sometimes several times.
For inWednesday, May 11. The meeting was Clarence S. Fisher will superintend the
stance, concerns making the engines for assembled by Worthy Master F. Porter
work. It is thought no less than eightautomobiles, concerns making tires, the Webb and all officers were present at the
cities have stood on the site of Beisan,
company which assembles the various opening exercises, except the assistant
the first one having been begun no less
parts and puts the finished car on the stewards. The vacant stations were acthan five thousand years ago.
Bethmarket and the dealer who sells the cars ceptably supplied by Noah Wilson of Sunshan was a strategic point and it is said
to individual customers are all liable to rise Grange and Mary Curtis of Morning
perhaps no other city has witnessed so
All these
pay an excess profits tax.
Light Grange. Five granges were repremany battles. They began away back in
taxes, large or small are passed along to sented and reported in excellent con- the
days of Abraham, and have continued
the individual buyer. The administra- dition.
down to the days of the recent World
tion of the law is intricate and expensive
The regular routine of business received Wah Many noted generals have stood
because an army of accountants are nec- the consideration of the members and the before her gates, including Abraham,
Harnmurubl, Sennacharib, Nebuchadnezessary to go over the books of manu- degree of Pomona was conferred upon a
zar, Tho'.hmes, Saul, David, Alexander,
facturers and everybody else who is sup- class of
At
the
concluPompey and Napoleon. Joshua tried to
eight candidates.
posed to be making large profits and de- sion of this ceremony dinner was an- take the city, but could not because the
defenders had tanks—or as near tanks as
termine how much excess profits tax nounced and all marched to the
dining that day would permit, iron chariots. In
each shall pay, if any.
hall to partake of the bountiful repast more recent days the Crusaders tried to
In behalf of the sales tax it is said that which was served by members of the take it and could not. It was here the
came down like a wolf on the
it is equitable, of universal application, host grange from
attractively arranged “Assyrians
fold” and they—the Huns of that day—
comparatively inexpensive in collection tables.
did take it. In comparatively recent days
and will be productive of large revenue.
After a pleasant social hour the meet- it has been dominated by Greeks, Roing was reconvened in the fifth degree mans and Arabs. It is situated in the
DON’T STRIKE, IT'S TOO LATE.
of Jezreel, west of the Jordan and
and the choir rendered a selection.
Net- valiey
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QUOTATION
MEMORIAL DAY
“Cheers for the living.
Tears for the dead!”

“Sleep on, ye brave, Bleep on, till the
golden light of the morning breaks
upon the mystic valley of eternity.—
Sleep while the nation mourns. Though
dead you still live and will forever
live in the grandeur of your accomplishments and in the gratitude of
your

country.”

Fifty-seven

ago this month, a
few weeks after the surrender at Appomatox and soon after the immortal Linyears

coln had passed to the other

shore, 200,-

remarks in behalf of the visitors. A vocal

M. Nickerson responded with appropriate

“The only national debt we can never
is the debt to the victorious Union
soldiers.”

Along all that marching line w.as heard
exultant acclaim for the living, and
heart-breaking sobs for the fallen. As
the revolving years have taken their
place in history the sound of acclaim has
softened to silent reverence, hut many
are the tears which are yet unshed; tears

battle; tears for

those who died from wounds and disease

The men and women in our

industries.'

followed with close attention.

by starvation and neglect in southern
who have accepted a cut in wages and
prisons; tears for those who came home
have kept steadily at work are the men
to us and now, in ripening May, sleep
and women who have thus saved the
'neath tiny flags and fragrant flowers.
business situation from complete collapse,
me nrsi ouservance OL Memorial Day
They were wise enough to understand
was in
1868.
In that year, John A. j
that a crash impended. A few unions
|
Logan, soldier, patriot and statesman,
have adopted the “rule or rum” policy
then Commander of the Grand Army of
and are pursuing it with considerable arthe Republic, called upon his comrades
rogance. They have arrayed public sento assemble in that and in succeeding
timent against them to such an extent
years “for the purpose of decorating
that they have lost all sympathy.
with choicest flowers of spring-time (he
or

graves of those who had given up their
lives that the Republic might live.”

GERMANY

Every year since then Memorial Day has
been observed with ever increasing rev-

is,

That

pressure

from

the

the

war

was

is not done it will not be long before Germany will shake the mailed fist in the
face of all Europe and the w'orld will

'West,

ended.

sooner or

town

of the

the

commemoration

of their

all they had

on

devotion,

grows

less

on

after

Mary B.

Crosby, Swanville, to Eli E.
land and buildings in Belfast.
James C.
Freeman, Lincolnville, to
Erastus A. Collamer, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Ellis, do.;

this

another they cross the dark

tide;

Edgar L. Wood, Unity, to Joseph F.
land in Unity.

The last of the veterans soon will have
found
The end of the march on the last camp-

Kelley, do.;

Carrie E. Hobbs, Brooks, to Maud
Marden, Brooks; land and buildings

ing ground.
But lessons they taught and Memorial

r

fighting side by side, with the sons of the
South in the Spanish War. They have
seen their sons and grandsons going ovei
the top on the bloody fields of France,
grandsons of the

sons

and

who wore the gray
in the bitter and woeful days of the Civil
men

Harry F. Black, Waterville, t;
Taylor, Sidney; land and buildings

G. G.
in Pa-

Knowlton, Belfast,

to W.

War. In a few short years the last member of the G. A. R. will have been discharged from life’s service. Their ac-

lermo.

complishments,

George S. Parker, Brookline, Mass., to
the Islesboro Inn, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.

Marcellus R.
A.

traditions and example
become the heritage of the
Veterans of the Spanish War, the Ameri-

will

soon

Legion and the people of the United
-States; and what a glorious and beneficent heritage it will be.
With the passing of the G. A. R. the
hosts of its membership will not be forAs long as American history is
gotten.
written its pages will glow with a recital
of their deeds, and American mothers
will read that history to their children
an inspiration to a
as
noble and loyal
citizenship. The men of the American
Legion who, trained only in peaceful pursuits, blazed a path of glory through the
valleys of death at Belleau Wood, Chateau-Thierry and St. Mihiel are already
preparing to receive the torch of patriotism from hands which, for nearly sixty
years, have borne it. They are worthy
descendants from a valiant [ ancestry.
They will not allow their heri'tage to be

L.

can

land in Belfast.

Zenas D. Hartshorn,

Walker, Swanville;
Georgia

Mass.,

Belfast, to ChasJ
land in Swanville.

Florence Bonney, Brockton,

Walter R. Nealley, Northport;
land and buildings in Northport.
Henry Bowden, Sherman, et als., to
Henrietta Bowden, Northport; land and
buildings in Northport.
Allen
Holmes, Knox, to Dorothy
; Holmes, do ; land and buildings in Knox.
to

THE

GERMAN

METHOD.

In Berlin, Germany, our American consul once read a circular addressed to German manufacturers to this effect: “Manufacturers, do not allow foreigners to
visit your factories where you have any
special process or machines in use, especially beware of Americans, as they are
quick to grasp new ideas; on the contrary, you should send representatives from
your factories to foreign countries, es
pecially America, as they are an inven
Your people should obtain
tive people.
employment in their factories; thus you
will learn all that the others know plus
what you alone know. Therefore Deutschland iiber alles! Signed, Wilhelm.”

lost to their children and children’s children.

They will teach them that Memorial Day has a significance entirely apart
from other days, and that its sacredness
and memories are priceless legacies.
THE SALES TAX
Xt the annual meeting of the Retail
Dry Goods Association of Maine, held in

Portland May 18th, a resolution was
adopted favoring a one per cent sales
tax in place of the excesa profits tax.
The sentiment of the people of the whole
country seems to be against the excess
profits tax and there seems to be a growing sentiment in favor of the sales tax.

Clark, do.;

(

use

William

Try it—once, anyway—and see.
grocer—William Tell.
SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

Victoria

upon

very young

children. He touch-

BY

trate the limitations of the child as depending upon his mental capacity. In
Mr.

Nickerson

expressed

the

many cases poor results
are caused by the child

being kept with his grade when he is
capable of being advanced, and that this
phase should be considered by teacher
and

superintendent,

as

well

as

Dwight P. Palmer
and Owens

GASOLIN E

the oppo-

OVERLAND

site conditions.
corn

rorsien

Mr.

ana

Mr.

lNicxerson

rising vote of thanks for
A reading by Addie
helpful remarks.
; Smith followed and the concluding nuinj ber of the program was a topic, “What
were

accorded

a

should

be

done to conserve

power

of

our

State?”

great extent.

and

MOTOR CARS ARE A
GOOD INVESTMENT

the water

The discussion

Take you slate and figure it
out for yourself.
There are 5000 satisfied
Overland owners in the State
w7ho have found that in an'
Overland you get the most
for ycur mone.
Prices

delivered,

Sedan

The usual courtesies were

....

extended to the entertaining grange and
the meeting was closed with the usual

Coupe
Touring

ceremonies.

Roadster

Several selections by a Vicinterspersed throughout the
meeting through the kindness of Mrs.

rrola

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Bros.

were

Belfast:

Every motor highway and
hyway throughout pic-

£1535
#1545
#995
#995

HARRY E. WALKER
Distributor for Waldo

Carrie Cole.

j

County

turesque New England
and Newport is a part
of the long SoCOny Trail.

The next meeting will be with Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, June 8th. It is

expected that Past Master C. S. Stetson
will be present.

Special Notice

Two U. of Me. boys, determined to attend the meet last Saturday at Brunswick and being without the wherewithal
to purchase tickets by rail, started out
Friday afternoon on foot, carrying lunches, and with placards on their backs
bearing: “We Are on Our Way to
Brunswick: Please Give Us a Lift.”
We
haven’t seen an official bulletin on their
safe
but
it
is
to
believe that
progress,
those boys saw the meet.
The late Chief of Police Lindley W.
Gilman of Bangor probably had as many
friends and acquaintances as any Maine
man
who ever wore the chief’s star.
Genial, kindly, yet firm, he made a splendid officer and his death last week was
mourned by hosts of friends.
He was a
member of numerous organizations and
the funeral on
Monday was largely
attended.

A MOTHER’S EXPERIENCE

X-RAY PICTURES
bones, joints and teeth, fractures and
dislocations may be obtained at the office
of

of

DR. CARL H. STEVENS,
35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
3m 15

Tel. 15

For Sale

At the Home

for

Agel Women,

DR. ELMER

SMALL,

Ladies I Ask yonr Druggist for /A
Chl-chos-ter a Diamond Brand//W
X Pills in Red and Gold metallicV^^#
n boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.'
d Take no other. Buy ef yonr ▼

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YOR

26

>

-\-

Broadway
____

1

f Druggist. AskforCIII-Cireg-TEBf
f DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for |fi
years known as Best, fJ -fest, Always Reuabfc

SOLD BY BRUGES EVER-'WHERr

Granite Monuments

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

PEARL CROCKETT, Mgr., Brooks

a

For

President.

Children Gry

opened

The sign of a reliable dealer
and the world’s best Gasoline

to

ANNOUNCEMENT
I have

&veru Gallotv
the Same11

Matron Wonted
particulars apply

West Buxton (Me.)—Read of Mrs. Arthur Campbell’s painful experience.
"I
am a mother of five children.
My little
old
was
so
sick
with
fever
girl two years
she lay just as if she were dead for two
weeks. I started giving her Dr. True’s
Elixir and she began to gain at once.
Now I would not be without it. I feel
very grateful to you.”
No doubt this child had some stomach
trouble due to worms. Scores of children
have worms and their mothers don’t know
the trouble.
Common symptoms of worms: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
stomach, offensive breath, itching of the
nose and rectum, dry cough, grinding of
the teeth, little red points oa the tongue,
slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir has been faithful in
its duties as a family Laxative and Worm
Expeller since 1851.—Adv.

.--

.

One Dodge car, new last Julv. In
excellent condition. Driven a little
over a thousand miles.
Good reason
for selling, inquire at Journal office.

full line of Men’s, Women’s and Boys’
carry
Furnishings. Also Boots, Shoes and Ball Band
Rubber Goods.

CASTORIA

de-

Just tell your

William H. Melcher, Bath’s veteran
joiner, for many years foreman of all
joiner work at the Bath Iron Works, on
Monday, May 9th, observed the 98th anniversary of his birth, hale and hearty
and greeting with great pleasure the
He
many friends who called upon him.
goes outdoors in all but the most unfavorable weather, keeps up his reading and
abreast .of the times, greatly enjoying
conversation with his friends.

FOR FLETCHER'S

a

Tell.

rooks.

Frank G. Boynton, Freedom, to Amy
F. Hustus, do.; land in Freedom.
George A. Nelson, Montville, to Wm.
P. Barton, et ah, St. Paul, Minn ; land
and buildings in Montville.
George A. Miller, Appleton, to Albert
F. Light, Liberty; land and buildings in
Liberty'.
William R. Gilkey, Searsport, to Georgia Maria Blanchard, New York; land in
Searsport.

1 he “boys in blue” who have not yel
heard the implacable call to the sleep ol
the ages have lived to see their sons

shoulder with the

B.
in

Wales H. Sherman, Liberty, to Meda
W. Harriman, do ; land in Liberty.

Day,

Shall live while the blossoms return tc
the May.”

shoulder to

again called

that’s your reward when you

was

in Belfast

side;
One

After this sifting, the flour simply must
be clean it must be fine—it must be pure.

Rich, wholesome, white bread, with

ity—one of the highest degree and another
of almost the lowest—using these to illus-

!
|

hummer M. Sylvester, Belfast, to GerI trude P. Gorden, do ; land and buildings

the altar of their country.

'The army divided

times.

licious “come back for more” flavor, and
a loaf that cuts to a tine, clear slice—

opened by W. S. Littlefield and conThe following transfers of real estate I tinued by G. H. York, E. T. Gilbert, W.
F. Evans, Roscoe Littlefield, A. C. Edwere recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week ending May 20, monds and F. P. Webb. Those favoring
State ownership were Mr. York and Mr.
1921:
Charles W. Lancaster, Belfast, to Fred Edmonds. The majority expressed the
A. Robbins, do.; land and buildings in opinion that the expense would be too
Belfast.
great, were the State to assume ownerAbbie F. Swan, Beltast, et als., to Fred ship and reimburse those companies
E. Ellis, do.; land and buildings in Belwhich had already developed power to a
fast.

entire

There lingers today a remnant only ol
he host that, from 1861 to 1865, placet

an-

—

North, and for the especial purpose ol
showing what the G. A. R. and theii
fallen comrades did for the United States
—for us and for generations yet unborn,
sacrilices and sufferings have made the
thirtieth day of May both sacred and
.reverential.

be compelled to fight

war.

Transfers in Real Estate

We dc

give the above figures as a boasl
but as an illustration of the patriotism
and

later,

other world

lot

of every citv

regarding

will kejp their troops
within easy reaching distance of the Ruhr
Basin till they get their money. If this

shouting the battle cry of Freedom.”
Eight hundred and fifty-eight of these
men marched from the little
city of Belfast 2nd of these 100 were killed in battle or died by reason of wounds or disease
before

within

sight of the Mount of Transfiguration,
and near the home of the Witch of Endor.
Prof. Fisher hopes to find in his excavations marble,bronze and clay tablets with
the history of ancient times written
thereon in cuneiform characters.

ed upon the good resulting from mentality
tests and contrasted two cases of mental-

closing

Dusseldorf and

for

troops to preserve the unity of this Republic they came, “Marching from the

was

reluctantly and under opinion that in
promised to pay. Getting the in school work

whenever President Lincoln

marching

Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through this silk, not once, but thirteen

gave a brief talk relating to children of
school age which was very appropriate,
coming as it did after Mr. TorslelT’s talk

she has

cash out of her will probably be somewhat difficult.
If the Allies are wise
they will keep their cannon trained on

and

It is

FLOUR

and responded wfith another song, after which F. M.
Nickerson, superintendent of schools,

Page

WILL PaY.

The people of this country have not
forgotten—they never will forget—that

erence.

East,

the Sea of Gallilee

WILLIAM TELL

satisfied if the wage cutting is done solo by Victoria Page was well received
quietly so that tlieir prestige is not lost. and was followed by a paper, “How would
A manufacturer in the Pittsburg district you like to see the seventeen million new
posted a flat 20 per cent wage cut and a women voters use their franchise?” by
Carrie Cole. This paper was worthy of
union delegation called on him.
“You can’t do that'” they told him. special mention and were women to follow the advice and suggestions therein
“We won’t stand for it.”
“I can close my shop, can’t I,” he re- much good might be accomplished in
their new field t>f duty.
joined.
The delegation walked out and never
Rev. A. J. TorslefF, secretary of the
replied by word or deed.—Wall Street Maine Baby Saving Society, was introJournal.
duced and gave an instructive address
Almost every day during the last tour along the line of child welfare, dwelling
months new additions have been made to especially upon the needs of the child
the long list of people out of employment. until five years of age. His remarks were

pay

called

near

woman

sifting

are

A great banner was hung
across the front of the Capitol Building
and on it was this inscription:

those who fell in

not called because the unions realize
are in a bad tactical position.
They

they

Washington.

for

in her interesting remarks she enumerated
F.
some of the blessings of country life.

are

’XX) war worn heroes clad in blue marched
in review down Pennsylvania Avenue in

tie Cole extended fraternal greetings and

A financier in close touch with industrial creditors says that wages in many
lines are being reduced quietly. Strikes

knows that fine silks
make fine waists, but do you know
that fine silk also makes fine flour?
We buy the very finest silk for use in

Every

store in the Austin Block and will

a

We take them from the

ledge

in the quarry,

cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one

small

A, S. HEAL,

Bridge

FADS AND FADDLES
Maine

We wish to inform i
doing business all
wish to buy or sell real e
we would be pleased to
E. A. STROl'T
ROYC. FISH, 1
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ III
tf 47;
are

STOLEN

profit.

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

has established

a

Forest

Pro-

tection Week, the schools to join in the
observance. Maine, in common with
other states, may yet have to safeguard

St„ Belfast, Me.

the schools from invasion by dedicating
weeks to the service of the three R’s.—

Boston Transcript.
For “may” please substitute “should.”
Kennebec Journal.

Now*

Special

If the party who took
of Anatomical plates fro
return the same by pa
some

other means,

no

made.
tf 18

ELMER

Thin P
Increase weight
month. By »'
reliable treating"
will increase your
eolid stay-tbere
Write today 1
Enclose stamp 1
4?Sales Co„ Malden

,^
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(Chapter

216 Public Laws

An Act Prohibiting Public Games and
Amusements on Memorial Day

,,l \N AND DAUCHTEK
BENEFITED—
'

iflX'

MADE PUBLIC
; AL |S

!

^nen me health and
uant to tell everybody
ilie world like it,” said
of 19 Pharris

^treet,

..

Ohs ago my stbmach
ontiuued Mrs. Cole,
I
,te agreed with me.
with sour gas after
me so nauseated that
•i a thing I ate.
My
and some nights I
i;,at 1 would just have
At times I was aland felt as if I was
s
; my condition really
taking lanlac and
the very first, I
bottles, and its a
rfect health again.
;
d appetite and eat
I,.lout becoming nauam free from gas
nd at night 1 sleep
gained ten pounds in
r in every way than
My daughter is also
has helped her ret.rlieve Tanlac is the
nude and I am glad to
:.nn

!

\
i

doubt

n

10th day of this
•i irding made the matme

wing statement:

than 400,000
in governmental
,m>
*
All
issified service

menjand

permanent prcvislaw and rules.
rules provide for* the
gpest three eligible?,
;,.ree each necessary
made. The successful
iciples of civil service
the wisdom of this
res in the appointing
ultimate responsibilnisiration, the necnal right of choice,
it is the kind of re,tnnot legally be and
of Congress, and is
the spirit of the
ice

■

Of
postmasters.
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12,809 post
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Obviously
cess agencies of the
purpose and should
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1 ruler
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power
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motion of one from
e
classified civil

competitive exafri1 the appointment
one of the highest
aired now by lawan
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s

for

our own

guld-

appointments, vlill
ring with the reable future legishe kind of test and
and
•d for

examination

shall be aipand shall 'be
’s business trainss, organizing and
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general qualifica-

iministration, and
ioistered, scholiis-

h might result in a
out not a guaranty
s

all present inwhose terms
apply to all other
present terms exto
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PEDESTRIANS
%

Misery

Directly Responsible
of

Russian Millions.

By John Spargo, American
Whereas there is grave danger that
Socialist.
Our industrial and
Memorial Day through thoughtlessness is
commercial life is
tending gradually to lose its tender signi- necessarily linked
with the restoration of
ficance and solemn impressiveness as a day
commercial and industrial
devoted to the memory of those heroes,
life in Russia,
and it is known to
men who dared and suffered when the life
every statesman that
of the nation was at stake, most of whom t ere may be no
real restoration of
now lie sleeping, the battle
done, on the
*°n of the great

quiet hillsides of the State they loved
and served so well; and
Whereas the proper observance of
Memorial Day is not alone demanded to
those men by our debt of gratitude to

those men which we never can repay,
but is conducive to the thrill and every
essence of patriotism which is in the
heart of every true American, conscious
of his rich heritage; and
Whereas Legislation to secure the proper observance of Memorial
Day is therefore immediately necessary for the preservation of the public peace, health and

safety,

therefore—
Sec 1. Whoever on Memorial Day engages in any public outdo9r game or sport
where an admission is charged or collection taken, shall be punished by a fine
not exceeding twenty-five dollars or imprisonment, not exceeding ten days or by
both fine and imprisonment. Judges of
municipal and police courts and trial justices shall have jurisdiction of all of
now

summer

to what

as

would govern the ac! ministration in mak-

i:

for

80]?1

problem
UCt,OQ- Until Russla is brought
a,,d norraal relations
w
with
the li£e of the rest of
the world.
by
Deoolereh»ed
tbeS5 facts'toa a«ood many
people
have surrendered
shrewdly
Propaganda in this
rfreconr

nftroeCr
t°h

countrvted .bolshepst
8re demand‘ng the
nf
“f‘be

State

i“d

revision
announced by Secretary of
August last. They are
the recognition of the Boldemand of ext«nsive trade

?,°'cy
Colby

demanding

8 *

relatioas

in

Concerning

these demands I have only
that, in my opinion, in my judganything more disastrous and
more certain to lead to
economic anarchy
and ruin, imperiling the
whole fabric of
civilization, it would be impossible to
conceive.
That is not my opinion
only,
but I know
to say

ment,

it to

best minds of

"Aa in the greatest cities

residences.

J. R.
Ramsdell
recently came by
automobile from Melrose, Mass., and is
to spend the summer in his new
home,
the L. J. Sanderson place.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Clark accompanied by Mr. William Dobson and tamily

of Pittsfield were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. T. W. Hawes.
Mr. and Mrs.
Clark came by auto from their home in
Lewiston recently.
They reported the
roads in bad condition especially from
Augusta to Waterville.
The roads in
Iroy are being attended to in good season this
spring, much work being done

before planting.

TUCKER

The Malden News of

recent date has
the following in regard to a young man
well and favorably known in Belfast:
Frank B.

street, who

a

Tucker of
was

very

23 Mt. Vernon
popular among his

associates in the Malden Club and was !
prominent in Y. M C. A. basket ball for
some time,
died suddenly at his home i
yesterday morning. He had been in poor
health for some time. The deceased was
a
wholesale millinery salesman, with a
Boston concern.
The deceased was a
native of Belfast, Me., and had resided
here 16 years. He was aged 28 and was
graduated from the Centre school. During the war he was in the U. S. Naval
Reserve service and was a radio operator
at Panama and Norfolk, serving eighteen
months. Fie was a member of the Centre
Methodist church, Converse Lodge of
Misons, the Malden Club and ihe American Legion.
He had also been prominent
in Y. M. C. A. athletics, especially basket
ball.
Mr. Tucker, was engaged to Miss
Edith Hiatt of High street.
His father,
the late James D. Tucker, passed away a
few years ago, and he is survived by his
mother, Mrs. Angie tucker, and two
brothers, George D. of Malden and F'red
D. of Panama.
SPEECH SOME TIMES TOO FREE
“Socialists have always contended for
the right of free speech in the class
rooms of
our colleges and universities.
They have demanded this right for the
proponents of their particular economic
ideas notwithstanding the universities
and colleges are chiefly supported by the
people of different principles.
They
have claimed the right to teach socialism
through the use of funds contributed
chiefly by non-socialists although they
would not, if conditions were reversed,
permit the teaching of individualism in
schools maintained by the funds of socialists.
“Nowhere in Bolshevik Russia today
can any man with safety to his person or
property attempt to leach the principles
of American representative government.
Nevertheless, almost anywhere in the
United States men are able to teach the
doctrines espoused by the bolshevik regime in Russia not only with personal
safety but with the aid and encouragement of men holding positions under the

a
streets at night Government.
“The situation is an amazing and de
light in front and a
plorable one. It is to be hoped that some
right or left they effective measures for the rectification of

blasts on a horn at
liameter.
••’.perieuced automobile

conditions

may

result from

be the conviction of the
of na-

positively,

pedestrian,
same, aud the peda

dent at

Valparaiso,

Indiana.”

One of the few tires of which it may
said that they deliver economy
year in and year out and tire after tire.
The U. S. Chain Tread gives
sufficient traction on all ordinary
road surfaces. It is probably the
handsomest, and by all odds the
utnost popular, of the whole U. S.
Fabric Tire line.
be

Observers

IF

much the

sound

assurance
*

As

means to

one

HEST COLDS

fresh,

the cut-

forgets

There is

plus piled

get fresh, live tires

his

in the

merely

own

big cities,

*

can

with

always supplied

live stock.

b. S. Tires sen

as iast as

no over

up

they arc made.

production.

waiting

for

a

No

sur-

“market.”

Wherever you buy a U. S. Tire—
you buy a tire of current production,

—not once in a while but every time.

but in

as

full of life and value

as

the

day

United States Tires
United States #) Rubber Company
Hall Hardware Co., Belfast

Millions Starving

BANGOR LINE

“Pick
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Leave Belfast Tuesdays, Thursdays and
7.15 a. m. for Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Levve Bangor 2 p. m., Winterport 2 45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. m Belfast 5. p. m for Cam
den, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a m for
At

Pul

China

m

The critical period of the famine in
China has arrived.
With relief from every source allowed for, 5,000,000 famine victims
are still destitute.
Only continuous and voluminous
aid from America can save these

Saturdays at

Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport
Bangor.j

a

j

5,000,000 people.

|

and

Boston, connection

is made with the
Line
and freight
passenger
steamers for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
GEO. E. OUNTON, Agent,

Metropolitan

COFFEE

Contributions sent to this paper
will be forwarded to the American
Committee for China Famine Fund
and will be actually saving life within two weeks.
SEND

WHAT

You

are

Cry

CASTO

WICKS
¥ VapoRub

likely io likei!

YOU SPEND

ONE DAY TO CHINA.

Belfast, Maine.

(Signed)
Republican Journal Pub. Co.

HAND PAINTED

!

PLACE CARDS
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Cut this out and mail with
Contribution.
The.
I

hereby

China

enclose $. to aid
Famine Victims

POPULAR

(Name)

I

(Address)

Dr. M. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MINSONIG TEMPLE,

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

Hand

Range

Kitchen

State price first letter.

Boz

Dr. A. M. Lothrop
DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

WANTED
Second

WEDDING GIFTS

135, Belfast, Maine

27tf

ORRIN J. DICKEY"
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Including Centerpieces, [Tray Cloths,
Runners, Table Covers, Lunch Sets, in
the finest of linens. These are imparted
from China and many are embroidered
in shades of blue, so papular in that
country. Cannot be duplicated.
Also Laces, Lace Mats, Silk
Pieces,
Fans, etc. Call at Journal Office.
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.
A MV

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

,

Phone 316-3

PNEUMONIA

We Are Good Buyers Dr. Hester
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCK.EEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

Brown

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

L. WILSON.

Tel. 320

rsegiected coughs and
colds are the usual
cause of Pneumonia.

MINTOL

will L>e found tin? most
effective remedy for
breaking up the congestion in Pneumonia,

Spasmodic Croup,
Whooping Cough and

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of
truckng.
Furniture and piano moving *
Leave orders at the
specialty.
stable,
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone

Influenza.

WANTED

FOR SALE

YOUNG WOMEN between ages of eighCharcoal broiler, folding bath tub, four
teen and thirty-five with High School wooden beds and
spring, ice chest, small
education to enter St. Barnabas training range, Myers’ force pump, driving harschool for nurses—3 years’ course—uni- ness, Cypher’s incubator, brooders (informs and text books furnished. Salary door), chicken' coops, chick
feeders,
HO per month. Apply to
drinking founts, poultry wire.
ST. BARNABAS HOSPITAL,
A. G. WOODMAN,
231 Woodfords Street,
Shore Acres, Belfast R. F. D.6.
6wl7
Portland, Maine. 4tl8*
4

SINCE 1882

126 Waldo

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

connection.

W. W. BLAZO & SON,

—

■

it

left the makers.

home town.

DIRECT FROM CHINA

lonely road

that the dealer is

sized stock of U. S. Tires—he learns

Not

*

gets from his neighboring U. S. Factory
Branch. There are 92 of these Branches.
Each gets its share of U. S. Tires, so

or

*

*

car—a

give you
this service because of the service he

price tag, and comes to the dealer who
concentrates on a full, completely
what it

light-weight

Your U. S. Tire dealer

of tire value.

a man

as

soon

fling

late, nearly
as the
first
quality

Soon
on

heavy car, but for

full selection of size, tread and type.

“discontinued lines” and

all settled back
one

the medium and

the

*

stocks.”

“surplus

merely for

same.

“job lots,”

at

A RURAL PROFITEER
a

you could get

Most of them have taken their

The fact that President Harding is to
j
have personal representatives
at the
meetings of the Supreme council, the
conference of ambassadors and the reparations commission need cause no concern to those who are insistent that the
United States shall not become entangled
in European politics. The
gentlemen
selected will act as observers, and their
function will be confined to keeping the
President informed of the progress of
events in Europe.
The information received at the White House direct from
American representatives, whose observations of the proceedings will be from
the standpoint of
American welfare,
will be of tar greater value than news
received
from miscellaneous
reports
sources of dubious veracity.
The President will be called upon many times in
the future to dispatch uotes to the countries of Europe on one subject or another.
If he has at comiuaud complete and
authoritative data of what has transpired
at the meetings now being held, he will
be far better able to protect American
welfare from those who may seek to
assail it.
“The resumption of unofficial relations
with the council imports no obligations
other than an earnest of desire to be
helpful in solving the vast problems
with which the allies are confronted.
Mr. Harding could have given no better
assurance of his unyielding determination
to preserve the free action of the United
States than by his selection of the man
who will ‘take part as the representative of
the President of the United Stares in the
deliberations of the supreme council’,
namely, George Harvey, one of the most
redoubtable irreconcilables iu opposition
to the league of nations.
The situation is so involved that our
peace engagements can not ignore the
Old World relationship and the settlements already effected, nor is it desirable
to do so in preserving our own rights
and contracting our future relationships.
The weariness at home and the disappointment of the world have been compensated in the proof that this republic
will surrender noue of its Heritage of
nationality, but our rights in international
relationships have to be asserted; they
require establishment iu compacts of
amity; our part in readjus tn.^nt and restoration can not be ignored, and must
be delined.
With the supergoveruing
league definitely rejected and with the
world so informed, and with the status
of peace proclaimed at home, we may
proceed to negotiate the covenanted relationships so essential to the recognition of all the rights everywhere of our
own
nation and play our full part in
joining the peoples of the world in the
pursuits of peace ouce more. We can
be helpful because we are moved by no
hatreds and harbor no fears, rlelptu!
ness
does not mean entanglement, and
participation m economic adjustments
does not mean sponsorship tor treaty
commitments which do not concern us,
and m which we will have no part.

Not

together all the car
owners you know, you'd probably
find that their tire experiences had been

Only

Jobson, driving along

*'

however
dealer in
frejh. live U. 3. Tires.’*
In every section,
remote, you find a

Economy rides onU.S/Iires^

upon

morning, managed, in some way or
other, to ditch his car. Fortunately a
farmer hove in sight behind a pair of
nd a tree until the COAL PRICES MUST COME UOWN stout horses and Jobson appealed to him
Js passed.
for help.
not carry in
Coal producers who are berating the
their
“Why, ya-as, I guess I can help ye out,
iiistrnment which public for not loading up now with coal mister,” said the farmer.
“Let's see,
"l;>■■ 'ires.
for
next
winter
at
war
inflation
prices what it’ll come to—one day’s use of the
it
■mobiles, pedestrians might as well save their breath. At a team, $5—”
tiian seven miles an time when steel plants, textile mills,
“Tisn’t
“One day?” retorted Jobson.
railroads, express companies and other going to tike a day to haul that machine
11;,
1
register at the be- industries are readjusting war inflation out, is it?
r and pay a
license wages, cutting war inflation production
“Why, no,” returned the farmer, "but
e privilege of living.
costs and lowering war inflation prices after I get the $-3 I don’t calc’late to do
ate if they do not the coal trade cannot expect to stay up anymore work till tomorrow.”—doston
in the war inflation clouds and get away Transcript.
•lore receiving his with it.
What the coal business needs to do to
the streets must
Harold W. Bishop of Boothbay Harbor
Itt
examining board, sell its coal is to oiler its product to the was surprised the other day when he was
leaping, crawling public at a right price, like any other told by the local telephone operator that
elf from machinery. manufacturer or dealer. If it does not do he had a phone call from Cuba and even
s,
eld responsible for that the coal trade is not going to sell its more so when in a few minutes he was
Uf
.mobiles or their oc- coal. It is of no use to tell the public talking with his brother, Major Percy G.
-Presented with that unless it buys its coal now at the Bishop, in Havana. The latter is in the
'he Maine Automo- excessive prices demanded for it the pub- sugar business in Cuba and being in HavLsg
Middle
Street, lic next winter will freeze to death at ana on business and thinking of home
still higher prices. The public is not go- and the new telephone cable to the
ing to buy the coal at these excessive states recently completed, decided on the
'lie Kennebec Navi- prices and th;
public is not going to instant to try it. The communication
don completing ar- freeze to death.
but a few miles
was as clear as though
of
(sumption
the
The time has come for plain speaking between the speakers.
'(amboat service. He to the coal producers who think they can
•egin putting the sit tight on war inflation wages, war in1
properly on this end flation production costs and war inflation
1
IJ“g the islands route prices to the
public when everything
season,
ft is still up must be readjusted.
Either they must
Rub Vicks over throat
Places above Bath on act to bring about the economic readand chest until the skin
'wide whether or not justment which is imperative in their
then
becomes red
will come up far- business as in every other business
either they must thus provide the cheaper
spread on thickly and
coal, or Federal, State an'd local governcover the parts with a
re
ri
made by hand some ments, backed by all the power that is in
hot flannel cloth.
that
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job
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THE U. S. CHAIN TREAD

the basis
of incontestable evidence
largely furnished by the Bolsheviki
themselves, that
bolshevism is directly and clearly primarily responsible for the utter ruin and
collapse of Russian industry and for the
present terrible misery of Russia’s millions.

the wide-

spread attention that has been aroused
by the resignation of the college presi-

in

Europe, regardless
political partisanship.

very

The Charles Cunningham place (later
owned by Louville Hollis) has been sold
to Frank Cunningham, who will soon
occupy it.

FRANK B

or

so

his own home town—the U. S.
Tire user gets fresh, live tires
of current production."

tionality
Not only do Bolsheviki not
represent
the will of the Russian
people, but what
is more
fenses under the act.
important, they do not propose
to
hold honorable relations with us.
Iheir major purpose is not the
realization
TROY.
of their Communist
program in Russia,
but the destruction of the
enononuc and
Walter Thurston of Greene is painting political systems of the great commercial
and industrial
W. L. Hopkins’ buildings.
nations, especially the
United States.
George Estes of Pittsfield is moving to
We gave our recognition
immediately
the Knowles place at Troy Corner.
and without reservation to the
Belfast by Read &
government
which
was
set
S.
M.
in
Mr.
and
Russia
Mrs. Edgar Gowen of Portland
up
after
Freedom;
the revolution, which
A M. Ross, Lincoln- are visiting his relative in town.
honestly sought to
base its rule upon the wili and interests
ag Co., and by the
Earl Thompson of Massachusetts re- of the Russian
people. We can not now
every town.
cently moved with his family to the in good faith give it to this unscrupulous
Roderick Coffin plac
power, which exists by brute force and
A ppointments.
has repudiated the very idea of
Pearl Scribner has sold his farms in
responsiEast Troy to New York parties to be bility to the people.
: pointment as PostI assert
used as

.jjhj.,;

!■1

Bolshevism

Avenue, Belfast.

WANTED
A Second Hand Lawn Roller.
APPLY TO

M. L.

SLUGG, Belfast, Maine.

SPRING DEBILITY

THE CHURCHES

|

_

these services
This is Memorial Day Sunday and the
G. A. R. and allied societies will attend
worship at this church. The subject of
the sermon is, “The Higher Patriotism.”

Roy Paul has sold his farm to Mr. Greeley of Belfast.
visi-

Mrs. Harold Cross and two children are

visiting relatives in Wells.
Mrs. Marion Maynard is spending a
week with Mr. and Mrs^ Delbert Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnston Trask of South
upon friends in town last

Newburg called
week.
*

Mrs.

Lilia Pearson, Elmer Heal and
Vaughn Hatch made an auto trip to Castine recently.
Mrs. Stewart from Portland is passing
few days with her daughter, the High
school teacher.
a

Mrs. George Dow spent the week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Knowlcon, in Liberty.
Sadie and Ada Achorn, Lena Woodbury
and Ida Soule, nil in training at the E. M.
G. Hospital, Bangor, are at home for a
short time.
Dr. and Mrs. Bryant Moulton spent a
few days with relatives in Portland last
week The doctor’s mother returned with
them tor a short visit.
The tornado of Sunday afternoon blew
down the 100-loot barn of Israel Woodbury. The family were away at the time.
Three horses, four calves, a pig and a lot
of hens were in the barn and were taken
out uninjured. The two-story house and
shed were badly shaken, chimneys unsafe, plastering thrown off, large trees
were uprooted and broken off and fences
levelled.

county
should make generous provision for their
entertainment. June 7, 8 and 9, Baptist
State Convention, Camden.
North Congregational Church.
Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
High street; telephone, 157-4. Soloists,
Mrs. Leroy Paul and Miss Charlotte
Knowlton.
Morning worship at 10.45,
Church school at
sermon by the pastor.
noon.
Strangers and those without any
church home are cordially invited to
worship with us and assist in the activities of this church.

!

Arthur Leonard met with a very pain- !
ful accident last week. He was sawing
spool wood and a stick flew back hitting ;1
him in the stomach knocking him unconscious. They carried him into Leo
Jackson’s and he remained there until
Sunday. The doctors think two or three
ribs were cracked and after he get, over
the great shock lie will be all right.
His
many friends were greatly concerned for
fear there might be inward complications.
Arthur is a man very much respected and
We could not spare him.
loved.

!
!
I

j
|
|

[
;

j
|1
j
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KNIGHT-SHERMaN
has been made of

a

|
;

pretty and quiet wedding on May
8th at the home of Captain Walter E. !

very

Crockett,

111

lork City.
of

West

Miss Ida

100th street, New
!
Sherman, daughter

Mr. and Mrs

George L. Sherman of
united in marriage to
Mr. Frank A. Knight of Waltham, Mass

Pripet, Maine,
of Mr.

was

and- Mrs.

R.

A. Knight of
William R.
McDermott of the Summerfield M. E.
church of Dorchester performed the cere-

son

Camden,

Maine.

me

members

or

ooys
vestry next
me

institute

will meet in the
Monday
at 7 o’clock.
Boys who are
twelve years old are eligible for memberA safe
ship and are invited to join.
place for the boys, agreeable companions,
and a good time assured them. Parents
send your boys and know where they are
spending the evening.
The sum of thirteen dollars has so far
been received for the China Relief Fund.
This is a worthy cause and deserves our
best efforts. The conditions in the famine stricken districts of China are apThe
palling, and the need is urgent.
pastor will gladly forward to the committee any sum which sympathizers may
“I was an
feel disposed to contribute.
hungered and ye gave me meat.”
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, NORTH
Belfast. This church was reopened for
public worship last Sunday evening when
the Rev. A. C. Elliott conducted service.
The storm which swept over the district
in the afternoon and
which continued
during the evening, undoubtedly kept
many people at home. But despite the
unfavorable weather conditions there
was a very good attendance and a helpful service was held. Another service
>vi!l be held on Sunday evening when Mr.
Eli ott will again preach. It is hoped the
people of the community will pla to attend and so receive the moral and spiritual
inspiration which a religious service sup
“The test of a modern community
plies.
is its deg ee of interest in its Christian
organizations.” So says a great statesman.
A community that has lost interest
in the church and irs services is a community where decadence has already set
in.
Let us prove by our interest in the
local church that ours is a real live community. Don’t forget the hour of service
—7.30 p. m.

I evening

the sympathies or the community have
been greatly stirred by the fire on Rowe’s
hill last Thursday evening. The buildings
were owned by Wilbert Brown and occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown. They
■were all away. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown
attending a class party at the village, saw
the lire but thought it a brush fire. After
he had started for home he found it was
his buildings all in llames.
A good force
collected there, but too late to save only
a bed and dresser. They had
many things
of money value including a fine piano, a
good diamond ring and gold watch presented Mr. Brown by the company he
had worked for, but they all went up in
smoke. Wilbert Brown’s loss was heavy,
too-—a new purchased pleasure wagon and
his entire farm equipment. The fire started in the barn, no one knows how, but
Morriil people are large hearted and May
baskets collected on the ddTerent roads
have brought to them solid expressions
-of sympathy.

An announcement

Mrs. Bertha Sylvester, who has been
in Belfast the past two months, returned
home last week.

Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague will
leave Monday for Portland to attend the
Methodist CHURCH. People’s Meth- Grand Chapter, O. E. S.
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hyde of Augusta
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- spent Sunday at the White cottage on
phone, 213.11. Sbnday morning preach- Millstone Island recently.
Mrs. Charles Grinnell, who is teaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
ing in Freedom, Bpent the week-end at
her home here and at Washington.
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
Georges River Grange dramatic com^
The First baptist church. Rev.
pany gave the drama, “The Village
(ieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Schoolma’m,” at Montville Center and at
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services South Montville recently to good houses.
at
10.45
and
are
of worship on Sunday
The homes of Walter Young and John
7.30. Bible school at 12 o’clock and the
Christian Endeavor at 6.30 Thursday Fuller were destroyed by fire Tuesday
Strang- afternoon. Mrs. Young left home early
at 7.30 the mid-week service.
in the morning with her daughter, Miss
ers in the city are cordially invited, and
is a stuthe co-operatjon of friends throughout Gladys, for Belfast, where she
dent
in the High school. Mr. Young was
the community, who are not obligated by
work. The fire was discovduty and interest to support some other away at his
ered about 4 o’clock p. m. by some one
church, is earnestly desired in the growpassing. The alarm was given over the
ing work of the church.
few moments everybody
Pastor Sauer’s sermon theme for Sun- phone and in a
hurried to the scene, many coming from
day is: Abraham Lincoln as a Man of
had made such
God. The evening address will be the miles away. The fire
saved but the
fourth in the series, “Bible Lessons from headway that nothing was
of furniture. The
the Literary Masterpieces.” The public piano and a few pieces
was
is cordially invited. The chorus choir Fuller house, a short distance away,
have
and orchestra will lead the singing and soon in flames. Mr. and Mrs. Fuller
been living in Waldo the past winter and
an hour of good cheer and inspiration is
What
had part of their furniture there.
assured at both services.
a place
The appointments of the week are as was in the house was removed to
Both sets of buildings are infollows: Monday evening, the meeting of safety.
for the Boy Rangers in the small ves- sured.
The meeting of
try of the church.
CENTER MONTVILLE
Mrs. Sauer’s class of young ladies at
Howard.
the home of Miss Adelaide
and
afternoon
morning,
Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Clement and ch 1evening, the annual meeting of tne dren passed Sunday in Northport.
Lincoln Association of United Baptist
L. K. Crommett and the Clifford Bros,
Churches, with speakers of great inter- of China were at P. W. Jaquith’s Saturest. Dinner and supper for the dele- day.
gates served by the Ladies’ Sewing Circle.
Mrs. F. A. Cushman was a recent guest
Thursday evening, the mid-week service. at her former home and at Mrs. Emma C
Friday evening, regular rehearsal of Cushman’s.
the chorus choir. Saturday, hikes for
The Walls buildings at North Searsthe Boy Rangers and the Boy Scouts.
mont were burned Saturday afternoon.
June 3, 4 and 5, the Bovs’ Conference.
They were owned by Frederick Jones
Delegates rrom all the communities of and occupied by Will Oxton and
family.
Our church
are expected.
Waldo

MUKK1LL.

a

SWANVILLE.^

The regular services will be held at the
Mrs. Sara Hibbert was a visitor in BelUniversalist church Sunday with sermon fast last Tuesday.
at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William Vaughan.
Mr. and Mis. Marlton Knowlton were
Th e choir will have a special musical pro- visitors in Belfast one day last week.
at
will
meet
school
The
Sunday
gram.
Bridget Whelan arrived last week
noon.
from New York to open the Walker resi
First Parish (Unitarian) Church. dence.
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
George Killing arrived last week and
service Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Church ! will open the Liberty Inn about the first
school at noon. All cordially invited to of June.
>

Loss of Appetite, That Tired Feeling and Sometimes Eruptions.
Thousands take Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a spring medicine for th^t
weakness,
nervous
tired
feeling,
impure blood and say it makes
them feel better, eat and sleep better, and "makes food taste good.”
Spring debility is a condition in
which it is especially hard to combat disease germs, which invade
the system here, there and everywhere. The white blood corpuscles,
sometimes called “the little soldiers
in the blood,” because it is their
duty to fight disease germs, are too
weak to do good service.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla strengthens
the "little soldiers” and enables
them to repel germs of grip, influenza, fevers and other ailments;
and rheumatism.
relieves catarrh
It has given satisfaction to three
generations. Get it today, and for
a laxative take Hood’s Pills.

Mrs. Mabel Allen of Sedgwick is
tor at the parsonage.

LIBERTY.

The Rev.

mony in the presence of a few relatives
and friends. Miss Doris Sherman, sister
of the bride, and Mr. Samuel A. Stod-

Mr. and Mrs. Oxton

were

Mr. R. D. Bartlett is able to be out.
Miss Sadie M. Nickerson, P H. NBelfast, spent the week-end at home.
Comet Grange will hold its uex\
meeting Saturday evening, June 4th.
William M Damm and Elmer Cunningham attended the Military Ball in Bangor Friday night.
Mr. W. E. Damm is able to be in the
store most of the time, but has not yet
regained his usual health.
Mr. James E. Warren of Hyde Park,

—an

good appearance

erson

and sister Celia.

The L. A. S. met last Thursday afternoon at the home of the Vice Pres., Mrs.
Grace A. Damm with nine members
present. The next meeting will be held
Thursday P. M. June 2nd at the home
of the Pres,, Mrs. Elonia Nickerson.
The electrical storm, accompanied by
hail and a high wind, which passed over
this town Sunday afternoon, did lots
of damage.
Five barns were blown
down; tbe Black barn, the Robbins barn
on the Curtis road, so-called, an old barn
of Mr. F. M. Stevens, Mr. R. D. Bartlett’s old barn and the large barn of Mr.
Maurice Nickerson, portions of which
were carried back into the orchard, destroying some apple trees. Lots of the

windows

in the house were blown in. At
Rushbrooke
residence of Messrs
Thayer and J. W. Smart the chimneys
were taken off. A piece ot banking board
back of the residence of W. E. Damm
was blown up, crashed through a screen
breaking a large pane of glass. At the
Nickerson & Damm place on the hill a
hayrack was turned upside down and the
large barrel rack was carried over on the
garden, which had just been ploughed,
Lots
and was completely demolished.
of shingles on the shed of Mrs. Mary F.
Nickerson were blown off and a stripjof
the barn roof from ridgepole to the eaves,
a portion of which blew into the lake and
Brown on the opwas captured by A. E.
posite shore. Shade trees were blown
The old barn on
down in many places.
the Herbert Maddocks place also was
blown down and the north side of the roof
and east wall of Mr. Herrick’s barn blew
down.

the

NORTHPORt

thought the children accidentally started
the fire. Neighbors got there in time to
Mr. John Ilalliday recently made a
rescue the household goods.
brief business trip to Boston.
a
we
had
afternoon
thunder
Sunday
Mr. J. E. Turner arrived on Saturday’s
shower and a registered traveling cyclone.
Much damage resulted.
People boat after a business trip to Boston.
here saw that Israel Woodbury’s barn,
The Misses Blunt have arrived at the
45x100, had gone down and C. B. Custv- White Rock cottage, Bayside, for the

man carried over a crew.
Three horses,
4 calves and a pig were got out unharmed.
A large hole was blown in T. S. Erskine’s
Trees fell on pasture fences
upper barn.
and those that did not look after them
had to hunt for their “critters” Monday

summer.

Mrs. Crystal Cohlan of Belfast spent
the week-end with her sister, Mrs. How-

You

get real value at lower prices this
season when
you buy Kuppenheimer good clothes
—style, fabrics and tailoring true to the excellence
of Kuppenheimer standards.

ard Moore.
Charles Pendleton, who has been visiting at Mrs. Henry Hills’, returned Saturday to his home in Somerville.

night.

Eastern steauhip Lues,Inc.

Mrs. George H. Patch and Mrs. Elizabeth Perry have returned home, aftei
spending the winter with friends in Freedom.
Mrs. Richard C. Voth of New York arrived Tuesday morning to spend the summer at Prof. Wm. Hatch’s cottage at
Kelley’s Cove.

Summer Schedule Effective June 7
Leave Belfast daily except Sunday at 5 p. m.
for Boston and way landings. RETURN: Leave
Boston daily exc >pt Sunday at 6 p. m. (Daylight Saving Time) for Rockland, Belfast, B*ngor and way landings. Landing will be made
at Northport commencing June 21. Commencing July 3, service will be daily, including
Sunday, in each direction.

The

John L. Dow,
HUOD

)

GOODRICH

|

MILLER and V
BLEMISHED J

Three

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Walton and Mrs.
Viola J. Lee of Gardiner were guests over
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Bridges

congratulations, the guests enjoyed
of those delicious lunches such as
'‘Down Easters” only know how to preone

pate. The numeious gifts of cut glass
and silver were both useful and ornamental. The bride carried with her bouquet a beautiful handmade lace handkerchief which will be held in the family
as an heirloom.
Many kind wishes and
thoughts follow' the young couple to their
new homejat No. 32
Cherry street, Wal-

tham, Mass.

State Examination for Teachers
State Superintendent of Schools AugusO. Thomas has arranged for examinations for the state certificates of
teachers to be held on Saturday, June 25,
in the followingplaces: Auburn, Augusta,
Bath, Castine, Dover, Skowhegan.
Supt. Thomas says in his notification
to the superintendents of schools that he
will be glad, for the accommodation of
-candidates in various sections, to add to
the 1 ist of places any town where there
are candidates for examination, provided
that the local superintendents of

tus

Copyright 1921,

sch ools will agree to conduct the examination without expense to the State.
All expenses for printing and transfer of
documents will be met by the State
sc h ooi department.
Any teacher desiring
to take the examination in June should
file a preliminary application at once.
Mrs. Sidney P. Young of Greenville is
at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Em ery O. Pendleton of East Belfast, being called by their severe illness with the
infl uenza. Both are now improving.

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

Pays
-on

Manager

4 Per Cent Interest

savings

accounts.

B.

ELECTRIC
one

Velie

Irons $5.57
WE HAVE CUT THE PRICE

on our

irons

so

low that we may not be able to equal it
again for a long time. We have cut to a price
where we shall lose money on every iron we sell.
We do this because we want these irons, not on
our shelves, but in the homes of our customers.
■*

iron is of the highest quality. The sale
includes our entire stock, which has been selling,
for the most part, for $7 and $8. Of course,
every iron is sold with our usual guarantee of
satisfactory service.

Every

into effect.

conspicuous example of the values now
Goodyear Tires is our clincher
30x3Vfe-inch
Goodyear Cord Tire. This
type
first quality product—one of the most duA

be had in

rable and efficient tires we ever built—can be
bought today from Goodyear Service Station
Dealers for only

$24.50
The Goodyear Tire &. Rubber Company
Offices Throughout the IVorld

*

We have 2,174 of these irons to supply over
37,600 customers. Sale ends instantly the last
iron is gone.
Better buy yours today.
At any of

our

27 stores

30x3% Non-Skid
•

30x3% Heavy Tourist Tube $^25
bag-J_

in waterproof

with Cord, Plug and Stand

The Lowest Price Since 191S

Two important factors underlie the remarkable values now offered in Goodyear Tires
and Tubes. One is the many improvements
made in them during the past few months;
the other is the price reductions we have

*-|J-

Auppenheimer %ood clothes

E■
Tl
| IRIhW

These Better Tires Are
Now Lower Priced

30x3% Rib or All-Weather
Tread Fabric Casing-

Kuppenheimer Good Clothes

Kuppenheimer & Company

Complete

to

makes at $16.50 to $35

Mechanic_

Dodge Touring Cars, one B.uick Four,
Touring, in excellent condition.

just put

good

display'represent

—the house of

ed

cere

good

The Home of

USED CARS

_

a better investtoS44.50
than
ever—$35
appearance

now on

Harry W. Clark & Co.,
*

THE BANKS’ GARAGE

models
Other

The Carr and Lower cottages and garage at Birch Cicst were broken into some
Not much of value was
time last week.
taken, but things were pulled around and
upset considerably. No clue has been
found by which to trace the thieves.

GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

new

ment in

dard, formerly

of Hallowell, Me., attendthe happy couple. The double ring
service was used. After cordial and sin-

investment in

Mass., was the guest of his niece. Mrs.
Chester Craney and family several days
last week.
Mr. Walter J. Nickerson of Lynn,
Mass., arrived last Thursday and is the
guest of his mother, Mrs. Mary F. Nick-

and it is

away

Knppenheimer
COOD CLOTHES

Fabric

$ I C 75
Casing-JU—

30x3% Regular Tube—

__*22

Central Maine Power

Company

PANTS STITCHERS FORD RUNABOUT
Wanted at Brooks, Me.
JUNE FIRST. GOOD WAGES.
Address
E. O. HALL, Belfast, Me.
3w20

with

trailer, for sale.
Price, complete, $300.
BERT L. DAVIS.
I

Wanted
A second-hand cooling tank
Address

CLYDE M. GRAY. BeMdsi.

;

The many friends of Fred G. Spinney [ >The B. H. S. base ball nine went to
very glad to learn that he is gradual- Thomaston last Wednesday and lost to
j
ly improving from his recent serious ill— the Thomaston High by a score of 18 to
by auto.
ness with
pneumonia,, and are looking 12. They made the trip
for his complete recovery.
Mias Florence M. Brown, who has been
Poppies made by the American and in charge of the Western Union TeleFrench Children’s League will De worn grah office in Waterville the past winter,
everywhere on Memorial Day. Mrs. An- is spending a two weeks’ vacation with
nie M. Frcst has them on sale for local her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A.
use.
The proceeds are to be used for the Brown. June first she will enter the
children of France.
Belfast office as manager.

|

»re

}

j It Isn’t What You Pay
| It’s What You Get
'

i

,,

^

v

™'U>j“ys’
1airI^
mPs
cloth‘n«“
ch“ply
ytu
l®\
"l"

of

v

Belfast young man the costs
of court and the humility of
appearing

same thing
buy
anybody, anywhere, at

before the Judge of the Municipal Court
Monday to square accounts for taking a
boat without leave or license, even if.he

f; any time, but it isn’t fair
to get our prices on our
best goods then
buy .the
same

VO

article in

a

did not mean to steal'it.

The McLellan school will give their
entertainment Saturday afternoon, June 4th, in connection with the
pictures at the Colonial Theatre. Its
title is The Midsummer Eve, a Musica*
annual

poorer

quality elsewhere and tell

t

the world

we

are

profi-

teering. If you want low
priced goods you can get

of us, but don’t kick if

look like

over

they

wear

out

million dollars.

a

Yours

and

quickly

DAVIS,

Belfast

Store is offering good
rn’s shoes in all styles and
l 95-

publishes picture

week.

lie

John C. Fuller, Liberty,
d of thanks.

Searsport, publishes

cut,

car-

ark & Co. offer new mod■nheimer and other good

clothing.
Northport, wants kitch.pie Heights Inn.
is Factory wants 30 more
n,

tor B.

Sunday to

1

j

cars.

j

uuple Shop offer a big. as-ilk dresses and special.^ of |
!
sev suits.

1

I'
Penobscot
Market offer
r Memorial Day.

publishes an adv. in ream! quality of clothing,
.ige offers tires and used

is

head of

York,

Manufacturing Co., is in
g to make arrangements
factory at Searsport. As
s
increasing continually
rmaneut factory, and the
will

continue

before

as

Mr.
who

the Municipal Court on the complaint of
Mr. McKeen for driving autos while un-

Messrs. Wm. H. Gulliver of
Portland and II. C. Buzzell of Belfast appeared for the companies; with Judge

printed in

our

next issue.

Base Ball.
The Leonard-Steveos
and Bearce Base Ball club will play their
first game of the season next Saturday
(May 28th) when they face the strong
Y. M C. A., team from Camden.
The team is composed of all
local
players and the citizens of Belfast surely
ought to be on hand when these boys
line up against Camden Club.

n°RMA

TALMADGE
PANTHEA”

The Boys’ Conference.

The Boys’

The visitors made seven runs in one inning and held the lead to the end. The
summary:

rapidly assuming large
CAMDEN H. S.
Every town in ttie County
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
will send a full delegation and its proper
ss.
6 0 3 4 3 2
quota of leaders. The Methodist society Ogier,
4 1 1 1 0 1
Ingraham, If
have put in a very attractive bill for the
Bean, lb.6 1 2 .9 0 0
5 1 2 3 0 0
banquet and the Saturday’s night supper. Willey, cf
2 0 0 0 0 0
A full meeting of the executive commit- Pendleton, rf
tee was held at the High School room Clark, 2b.522350
Morse, 3b.402102
Monday evening and there was lots of Thurston, p
1 3 1 0 0 0
enthusiasm. The people of Belfast with Dodge, p and c
2 0 0 3 1 0
their usual hospitality are generously Rice, c and p.... 3 1 1 2 1 1
2 0 0 0 0 0
Hodsdon, If
opening their homes to entertain the
Hanson, rf. 4 2 0 1 0 0
boys. As an investment in future good Calderwell, p.
2 1 i 0 2 1
i will and appreciation this conference
Totals.
47
12 15 27 12 7
j will pay big dividends. Have you
BELFAST H. S.
thought what it means for the future of
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
to have appropriately entertained
|! Belfast,
three hundred of the best and brightest Hoffses, c.521 11 12
Buzzell, cf.5 13 3 11
; young, eager, enthusiastic minds in the
4 0 2 0 2 0
i County, receiving all the courtesies that Nickerson, p
Conference

is

proportions.

....

>0M MOORE in
666”

•V EDNEsDAY

William Fairbanks
-IN—

Adventurer”

Added Attraction

f'OK ONE WEEK

"fencing Monday, May 30
Reader

IN THE WORLD

CLAYTON
H'toial

....

...

troubles.
Prices will prevail for

youri
J

this*

engagement

Adult Admission 25c,
Children 17c

SCOTT A BOWNE

BY

MAKERS OP

SCOTT’S EMULSION

10

10 MAIN ST.

THE—--1

-AT

DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
A

Big Assortment

SILK

DRESSES i

i

i

$23.50 to $39.50
Poplin Skirts, v.
$6.00

j

MeniSta
From Coast to Coast

Friday

and

FANCY
GRADE

3.25
3.25

One Lot Outing Suits <MQ RA

;

,

VERY SPECIAL
plain

and checked

lUil/V/

t

patterns,

T.

James H. Howes of this city was elected president of the Maipe Retail Dry
Goods Association at its annual
in Portland last Wednesday. Mr.

is

session

How^

of Belfast’s most dependable busimen, and with the exception of a
short clerkship in Boston after finishing
his studies at the Bryant & Stratton Bus‘ness College he has been in active
life
here. While in his teens he entered the
one

ness

grocery store of A. A. Howes & Co., and
after became a member of the firm.
About twenty years ago he bought out
George W. Burkett’s dry goods store and

;

Jerseys

and the usual

at $12.50

good values

in

COATS

j

yours,

!

4Clb.
partialTist

of

PRICE REDUCTIONS

WREATHS and CUT FLOWERS

COFFEES

For MEMORIAL DAY

Was

Fancy, lb.,
Maleberry, lb..

Gl«ront7pl
UldDll ItUl

ihe

CAMUEN’MAINE

Store, Rockland,

29c

MAIL

155.2

jfLOKISI,
Maine.

MEMBER FLORISTS TELEGRAPH

BACON^Tb.
Suaar Cured

ORDER THEM OF

Now

39c 37c
43c 39c
35c 33c

Extra

Tel. 120

DELIVERY ASSOCIATION

ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.

2\v20

Virginia’s Way
....

Salted Peanuts, lb

....

....

Corn Flakes,
Pound Box

15c

6 lbs. 25c

pkg
60c Chocolates,

9c

....

Healey’s Ice Cream
Everybody Knows.

What

That

Is

37c

Special

Beginning VIay 23,

BUTTER LOVERS G1EET
REOUCEO PRICES !

watch forths

delivery

team

Dinner and party orders a SPECIALTY.
Packed to .keep until wanted.
We use no substitutes, but 100 percent
pure products
Try it. This product is sold as HEALEY’S ICES.

SWEET NUT

Telephone conaecuioa.

Ow’J

soon

today has

of the best equipped and
most attractive emporiums in Maine.
Mr. Howes’ activities are not confined to
one

own store as he has for several
years
been the president of the Belfast Savings
Bank, one of the most reliable in the
State, is a director of the Waldo Trust

Saves You 1-3 of Your
Usual Butter Bill!
SWEETEST

OF ’EM ALL!

bis

Company,

a

well founded

with branches in

banking house,

Unity, Brooks

and Cas-

tine.

He is also the treasurer and one of
the trustees of the First Parish (Unitar1

A Few

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
High Street, next to Colonial Theatre.
p.«<r>3E

nlUt

Ellery Bowden of Winterport and Mr.
Belfast for Mr.
The referees were Messrs. A.
Nickerson of Searsport, Henry L.

|

!
j
j

One Lot Silk
Tie Back Sweaters, Black, Blue and Brown,
Short Sleeve, Lace Front Knit Blouses,

Truly

Saturday

31c 29c
Manhattan, lb,
DICO BLEND,lb. 25c

Dunton of

]

t

Companies.

Robert F.

|

j

of

Many beautiful patterns in Brown Silks and
Crepes, Figured Georgettes and Embroidered
Tricolettes. Priced as low as quality will allow-

in

Standard, lb.

Clements.

|

ian) church.

Without the slightest

os-

| 'entation he always does more tnan his
part in all public and charitable organiza; tions.
This year he is president of the

Direct

importing Co,

10 Main St, Belfast, Me.
Stores also:
PITTSFIELD

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

GUARANTEED”

“EVERYTHING

Postage Prepaid

on

Wijlys

$1 Mail Orders

Shore, Northport,

and one at
His friends are looking
for him to be instrumental in having the

Are Hood for

Pitcher’s Pond.

near

future.

The

Band Concert and Confetti
Ball. The Band benefit in the Armory
was one of the most pleasing of the season’s social events. It was under the direction of Mrs. Cecil Clay, who also designed the artistic and unusual decorations.

The hall

was a

bower of branches

of apple blossoms placed here, there and
everywhere with the stage front a solid
of bloom, relieved only by several
tali rubber plants. A touch of bright
mass

was given by strings of Japanlanterns looped from the centre light
to the sides Of the ball.
It was a real
pleasure to listen to one of the Band’s

coloring

ese

The

36 Hours

bers

were

encored. Miss Katherine

Kodak

Mail orders promptly filled.

M. A. COOK’S
STUDIO
Hall’s Studio,

city’^

ment, with members joining in the choFloor space was crowded and the
spectators seats were wefl filled until late
in the evening at the confetti ball that
rus.

closed the program. Dainty little misses
in white sold quantities of confetti and

sliding

“Sleeves of

the

Willys-Knight

in with uise,
producing a condition of ascending
efficiency up to 50,000 miles or more. This means
more power and less
upkeep, instead of the usual
experience—more upkeep and less power. “Ride i
in a Knight this weex.”

Finishing

Belfast, Maine.

HARRY E. WALKER
DISTRIBUTOR FOR WALDO COUNTY

Brier,

most popular soloists,
was given rounds of applause on her vocal number with full band accompaniof the

Many Years

Sleeve-Valve Motor instead of wearing out—wear

on

most popular programs, with J. Lee Patterson director. Practically all of the num-

one

Motors

T ou do not have to be of a mechanical turn
of mind to appreciate that a motor with
gliding
telescopic sleeves will last longer than a motor
whose chief parts are in continuous concussion.

Dry Goods Association meet in Belfast
in the

Sedan

Willys-Knight

local Chautauqua events. His residence
on High street is one of the most attractive in Belfast; he also owns a cottage at
North

Knight

Shingles
—

Second Clear

Shingles

at

per
thousand

MEMORIAL SERVICE
At First Uiiversilist Church

There will be a
magical program at
streamers; the latter catching on strings
service
our
this
and
sermon appropriate
choir
hall
the
and
across
0 1 0 2 2 2 suspended
falling on
Belfast knows so well how to extend? Durham, 2b
for the
our pastor, Rev. William
! The business men of Belfast need no Leary, lb.500602 the dancers. McKeen’s orchestra, with
Horne, 3b. 512430 Charles F. Hammons, soloist, furnished
i urging to use their utmost endeavors to
We invite you all to attend this service to show
5 1 1 1 l o
! make the stay of our honored young W adsworth, 2b
Why
pay more for shingles
music and each dance was prodelightful
for the freedom and
rf
4
1 2 0 0 0
your
| guests in our midst interesting, instiuct- Winchester,
with the urgent call for a few of poorer quality.
ive and pleasant. The finance committee Cadey, If.401002 longed
which
made
you
possible by the supreme
rf. .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 more bars. There were many autos parkmet Tuesday evening and estimated the Roberts,
of
sacrifice
those
whose
Bowen,
If.100000
graves we are soon to
For the
ed in front ot the hall as the night was
expense account as follows.
and
our young beloved
decorate
banquet. $250, printing $15, band $25,
in many from the adwho are
ideal
and
brought
Totals..34 7 12 27 10 9
; hall $10 and athletics $10. Messrs. James
an evening of real
at rest in Flanders’ fields.
0 0 1 3 7 0 0 0 1—12 joining towns to enjoy
! C. Durham and Selwyn Thompson will Camden.
begin Thursday morning to solicit in the Belfast
003130000—7 pleasure. All concerned were gratified
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
In the afternoon
at the attendance and interest shown.
Two base hit, Willey. Three base
outlying districts.
hit,
Messrs. Harry A. Foster, Lynwood B. Willey. Stolen bases, Buzzell. Bases on The net
were
about
proceeds
$150, inThompson, Bert L. Davis, Norman A. balls, by Nickerson; by Rice 2; by Caldercluding a ten dollar check from Mr. and
Read and Frank A Bramhall will solicit well. Struck out, by Nickerson
George K. Willey is spending a few
5; by
The golf;links of the Northport Country
in the city.
It is hoped all interested Rice 2; by Dodge 2. Sacrifice hits, Buz- Mrs. Charles Bradbury, now in New CUTHBERT RASPBERRY PLANTS weeks in Fairfield and writes that he is
Club are in fine condition for the season
will be ready to do their part in this es- zell, Nickerson, Dodge.
Umpire, Clifford. York, and one of five dollars from Wm.
NEWELL FARM,
Apply at
rapidly recovering from the effects of his of the year and Belfast members of the
sential branch of the arrangement.
Time, 2.05.
M. Thayer.
Citypoint, Maine.
18tf,
recent illness.
\
~~r
Club have been enjoying the game there.
....

tell him

London & Globe and the

....

...

liim,

TASLET FORM

MADE

Rolled Oats

....

11 ESI)AY

auk

ALSO IN

Belfast relatives and friends have received the following of unusual interest:
“Mrs. Robert Burns MacMullin requests
the honor of your presence at the mar-

OKGE
NUMBER

Foremost Mind

QUICK RELIEF!

12c
Tapioca—”A’: pkg
Jelly Desserts, pkg.10c
17r
Sardines, Norwegian, can

Carriage

fhi

Dissolve instantly on tongue,
in hot or cold water, or
vicky. Try at soda fountain.
or

Withee of Rockport and Frank I. Mortseason to enforce the road rules
land of Searsport. There were a large
here, particularly for fast driving and
for driving while under the influence of number of witnesses and routine work.
The referees reserved their decision.
liquor.

1

MONDAY*

Liverpool,

Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance

in the

MAYO

eila*

a large chorus and
twenty children took part. It was a
benefit to the Auxiliary of the Somer-

in the

Miles

J^fotern

E2L indigestion

cal numbers in which

intends to keep it up.
Monday two men
before Judge Clyde R. Chapman of

lonial Theatre

OFFICER

(GRANULES)

an original comedy of two acts,
with epilogue requiring sixty young people in the cast, introducing twelve musi-

were

output, as soon as more I
The ice cream sale and entertainment derived from the use of Victrola records
Joseph Pullman, in |
Mr.
! elfast factory, will also by the Head of Tide school last Friday in the study of music and English,
1
evening was largely attended and was a Townsend is touring Maine at the sugSearsport factory.
I great success financially. The following
gestion of Miss Florence Hale of the
j program under the management of their State
Educational Department.
They
teacher, Mrs. Wentworth, was bright and
met in like work in Dakota recently and
interesting throughout:
Victrola this trip is the outcome of it.
i Music,
j Rec., “The Children’s Hour,”
A canvasser giving his name as Bazan
Louise Beckwith
has been soliciting here and very sucTODAY
Rec., “A Grevious Complaint,”
Hollis Twombly cessfully for a magazine called The Loyal
Rec., “Who Stole the Bird’s Nest,”
Minter
American, printed in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sarah Dickie
The magazine is devoted to disabled sol—IN—
Song, “Patriot’s Song,”
School
diers in the late war and one that
Rec., "The Bluebird and the Violet,”
>ts of the Heart”
Geneva Small naturally appeals to the sympathy of
Victrola all. The canvasser is a fraud and
Music,
his
6 Girls
Farce, “The Red Bandeau,”
FRIDAY
Song, “The Horse and the Cock,” School cards were returned as discredited by the
Rec., “A Boy’s Mother,” Everett Wing Cincinnati publishing house. Interested
\K
in
Rec., “Going on an Errand;”
parties here will take the matter up with
Eugene JacKson proper authorities in an
attempt to locate
"Little
Pit”
Rec.,
Orphant Annie,”
the man. The old saying that “a sucker
Hattie Beckwith is born
every minute” is oldfashioned
School
VI URDAY
song, “Evening Bells,”
now, as at least ten arrive in that speciIva Wing
Rec., “Song of Gladness,”
fied time.
WALSH in Rec., “It Can Be Done,”
Belfast High school lost to the Camden
Archelaus Twombly
Victrola High in a game of base ball played on the
Music,
17”
street grounds in this city last
Congress
Farce, “The Train to Mauro,”
Victrola Friday afternoon in a score of 12 to 7.
-1 Music,
1

1

KMfQIDS

Look,”

riage of her daughter Marion to Mr,
Henry Cameron Eldert on Thursday, the
The team is composed of the following twenty-sixth of May at five o’clock in
men:
William Saywood 3rd base; Ed. the afternoon at Saint Stephen’s Church
I
! win Greely right field; Ralph Saywood Sixty-ninth Street, east of Broadway in
j left field; Cecil Getchell 2nd base; Wat- the City of New York.” Mrs. Mac- j
son
Nickerson, center field; Toiford Mullin and Miss Marion have been in
Durham, short stop; George Spencer Belfast frequently, the guests of their
and Harry Foster, first base; and Elmer cousin, Miss Maude E. Barker.
Saywood the Oak Grove star pitcher
S. Dana Townsend, representing the
and Henry Peters are the battery.
educational department of the Victor
Here’s the line-up, here’s the opposing Talking Machine Company of Camden,
team and here’s the price. 25 cents (War N J., was in Belfast Friday and Satur- !
Tax and Grandstand included). Game day.
He addressed the students of the
called at 3 p. m.
High school triday on the benefits to be

Power Co. offers their
investment with a

an

of New

very well and favorably
known in this city, recently presented in
Moore Hall, Somerville, “Robie Takes a

ville, Mass.,

hlf

uing Co. oilers specials for
Suurday of rice, coffees, etc.
Brown has driving hprse
i
'rison, Thorndike, has big

i-

Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of Somer-

died
Mrs. der the influence of liquor. They were
Jones made her home in Belfast with her fined S100 and costs of
court, with jail
son for about twenty
years and was a I sentences, but the fines and sentences
most highly respected woman, beloved by were
suspended.
City Marshal M. R.
all who knew her.
An obituary will be Knowlton says
intends to begin early

wants chamber girl and

ue

attend the funeral of

mother, Mrs. John Jones,
last Friday, aged 87 years.

Jones

welding torches lost.
itage at Bayside to rent,

he of used

terests was held last Wednesday evening at the law office of Buzzell & Thorn
ton. Plans are not yet fully arranged.

J

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Jones and VicWhittier were called to Warren

Waldo County Hospi-

1 rust Co. advises safety
i
f money.
M. Lothrop wants wofrian
isework

el

home.

1

s

r

A meeting of representatives of different branches of in-

keep people at

56 children

]

Maine Power Co. offers
So.57, lowest price since
rds advertises to do

Some of Belfast’s wide-awake citizens
planing to have a program for July
4th that will be of sufficient interest to

Saturday and Sunday’s warm wave with
average temperatureof a bout 88 degrees ville Y. M. C. A.
Repairs on the H. H. Coombs new
was a reconi breaker for
The house in Northport on the back
the
May in this viformerly
store,
Swift grocery, are in
progress, including a handsome new ceil- i cipity. There was little oxygen in the I road near Temple Heights, formerly
air and an oppressive stillness
ing and whole store front.
Saturday | known as the Briggs place and owned
all day and Sunday until about 2
l later by Albert W. Hassan of this city,
p. m.,
The W. C. T. U. will meet
Friday when a sudden fall of
temperature follow- was burned to the ground last Thursday.
j
afternoon with Mrs. Annie M.
Frost, ed the thunder shower and wind storm.
It has been unoccupied for several years.
Cedar street. A full attendance is deA truck from the Belfast Trucking Comsired to elect delegates to the
Charles E. Stevens of this city has reCounty
pany reached ttie place in time to save
Convention June 22nd in Jackson.
cently completed a half century at har
some of the furniture, but did not know
The school children are requested to ness making and is at present kept busy
of the fire until they reached the place
at his shop in the Armory building.
He
meet at Memorial hall next
Monday
Charles O. Dickey of Northport and a
morning at 8 o’clock, to go to the wharf was apprenticed to the late Leander Sta- crew
of men did good work in keeping
of
ples
horse
bridle
in
Rockto strew flowers on the
fame, then
water, according
the fire, which had made rapid headway,
land.
Since then he has seen the busito their usual custom on Memorial
Day.
from reaching the heavy growth of timness work up to its climax and also go
The agency of the Waldo Trust Co.
i her nearby.
back gradually as motor vehicles increasat Castine was opened Monday by
Ralph ed. He was for a few years located in
A referee insurance case occupied all
S. Wardwell.
Ralph H. Dunbar, treasEllsworth, but the greater part of his 50 day last Wednesday at the county court
urer of the company was present.
The !
house and was to determine the value of
years have been spent in Belfast.
people of Castine appreciate this enterState Auto Agent J. Austin McKeen the farm buildings of Carroll H. Clements
and
prise
accounts have been opened
has been doing effective work the past of Monroe. The buildings were recently
with good prospects of business.
week in that branch of road rules and burne l and were insured for $1,000 each

re

Tiieatre

Saturday afternoon,

day at Swan Lake.

an
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Mrs. Frank A. Bramhall chaperoned a
Party of young ladies to the Battery,
where they spent Saturday and Sunday
in the Pitcher
cottage. The party included Misses Alberta W. Farnham,
Muriel and Rena DeBetk, Esther F.
Evans, Margaret M. Mitchell, E. Frances
Abbott, Charlotte and Eva Tibbetts, Miss
Lylla Sprague. Miss Rena DeBeck,whose
I marriage takes place in a few weeks to
William L. Luce of this city, was the
] guest of honor.

The store where your little old dollar
buys 100 cents worth.

The News ot

There

after

business in 46 States

from all the grades in the cast.

truly.

BERT L.

Fairy Play,

school common late

On the seventh page in this issue will
be found the full report of Mrs. Charles
M. Craig, secretary of the Children’s Aid
Society of Maine, giveu at the annual
meeting at the Girls’ Home, May 17th.
It is one of the most interesting in the
A Naval officer was in Belfast Satur- history of this
benevolen^ society.
day in search of Joseph Davis, son of
C. S. Bullock, district manager of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Davis, of this city,
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance Co.,
who was at home on a vacation without
was in Belfast last week and appointed
Young Davis Guy A. liray agent for the company in
proper leave of absence.
had a good Army record in the recent this vicinity. This company is incorporated in Massachusetts, has a paid up
war and has been in the Navy for some
cash capital of $1,500,000 and is noing
time.

It cost a

as

the

can

A happy crowd of pupils from|{the
Grammar school, accompanied by thei
teacher, Miss Grace A. Lord, returned to

....

by
day by

special

Vaughan.

...

appreciation
enjoy,

Cooper&Co.
FOR SALE

by

happiness

boys

Waldo PoiAona Urange

What is Americanization?

Waldo Pomona was entertained by Dirigo Grange, Freedom, May 10th The
morning was bright and fair but developed into a rainy day, but the Patrons of
Waldo county are not fai, weather, good
roads patrons. At least 150 sisters and

; By Philip Da via, Educational Director of
the United Americana ot Maine.
Americanization used to mean the foreigner’s affair usually “ten lessons in Eug: lish.” We now regard the
training in
English, or even the much desired "first”
and "second” citizenship papers
merely
! the A. B. C. of American Citizenship.

brothers were present and wouldn’t have
missed the long day of entertainment and
sociability for anything. The grange was
called to order with W. M., B. L. Aborn
in the chair and the. officers all present.
After the usual routine business the
“waiting time” was filled very acceptably by instrumental music by Marion
Small and remarks by brothers Foster
and Parsons. Sixteen candidates, all recent additions to Dirigo Grange, were instructed in the fifth degree.
The noon hour was most satisfactorily
passed as Freedom is a famous place for
banquets. The Grange reconvened with
an opening song by
choir. Address of
welcome by Bertha Bryant as follows:
“Worthy Master, Worthy Lecturer and
Members of Waldo Pomona Grange: How
fast time flies! A few short months ago
you met with us, but since then autumn
has faded into winter, and winter has
thrown off her mantjle of ice and snow
and gladly have wd hailed the spring.
the spring with
Joyfully do we
all her beauty and premise. Gladly, also,
do we greet you today, members of Waldo Pomona Grange, and in behalf of Dirigo Grange do I bid you a cordial and
hearty welcome to our Grange and the
little village of
and we say from
the depths of our
we are mighty
glad to see you. Sjring has come, the
time when everything in nature is showing new beauty and Joew life, so should
the Granges, individually and collectively, manifest new life qnd interest in their
important work. We'have met in a good
purpose and for a great cause—to help
Nature unfold herself, and develop. By
the tilling of the
man has proven
that plants can be miide to thrive, not
only in the place where they were originally found, but can be transferred by
him over seas and mountains and grown
anywhere that the soil and climate are
suitable to their life. The brains and
work of man have hcljped nature in her
great work. How miiny of the plants
from which we obtainifood today, do you
think our forefathers-found in America
when they came? The Indians were living principally by 1 Anting and fishing
and we have been told
the most they

formal teaching

can we contribute to the
American zation of the strangers within
midst? Moreover what can they contribute, to us?”

was

Indian

jhat

wide basis.

that
American soil and American climate
were conducive to the growth of many
food plants and the work of transferring
plants from across the, seas to America
began back in the seventeenth century,
and is still going on today.
We ra e all
the time learning new ways and better
ways, and trying to reach the best way
for the progress and development of agriculture, the oldest and most useful occupation the world knows. There was a
time when it was thought that the man
who could do nothing else could farm.
Today that idea has changed and farming is fast becoming a science and a work
for study and exDerimer'ts.
ii we wish our
we

wish

were

was

oranges

prosper,

The pleasure is worth it. There’s no substitute for Camel quality and that mild,
fragrant Camel blend.
The fellow who smokes Camels, wants
That’s because Camels have a
Camels.
smoothness, a fragrance and a mildness you
can’t get in another cigarette.

n

purpose for which they
organized to reach its fulfillment

and life itself 10 attain its intended development, there is only one way and
that is by each one doing his best whereever he is, for only by doing our best can
we realize the full meaning of life.
“Once more Dirigo Grange bids you

I

The response was hylO. J. Parsons of
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike. Th s
was followed hy a solo-by I. P. Griffiths
and response to encore.. Then the topic,
“Is the proposed law making a so-called
daylight saving zone Tor the Eastern
States beneficial to the farmers? If not
w'hat can be done to sto > it,” was opened
by James Libbey. He bel eved it was of no
advantage to farmers. Congress refuses
to make it a national affe ir.
Further discussed by brothers Beliovfs, Ware, Foste 1

M oods—who

sain

Germany—Betts,

the id sa originated in
who said the

Adam
national am

masters of
State Granges
voted against “daylight saving” and the
commissioner of agricult ure was opposed
To it, W. M Hunt, Grac e Bowen, Annie
Murch Ratcliife and
The concurrence
of opinion wfliolly negative.

Betsey,

Next

came

Spring;

a

tableaux, (The

Arrival of

monologue by |A’ill Thompson
that brought down the rhouse.
He re-

ceived an encore
Topic, Should the
Congress of the United States pass a law
forbidding strikes upon railroads? opened
by B. F. Foster and discussed by several
brothers; farce, Sewing for the Heathen;
recitation by Helen Boynton.
At the
census 11 granges responded and Kennebec county was also represented
Song
and encore hy R. W. Betts, Mrs. Betts at
the piano; recitation, Helen Kuowlton;
song and response to encore by brother
Werner; recitation, Christine Weed.
A vote of thanks was given host
grange for courtesies of the day. Closed
in form.
Next Pomona meeting will be with
Tranquility Grange, Lincoln vi le, June
7th.
Address of welcome, J. H. Mullin;
response, M. I. Stevens. Topics, Should
the Stale of Maine own or control the
water powers of the State? Should public nurses and full time health officials be
supported by the State and placed in the
rural districts?
I —G. E. B

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Didlars Reward
for any case of Catarrh tljat cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine hjas been taken
by catarrh sufferers for th# past thirtyfive years, and has become known as the
Hall’s
most reliable remedy for Cafarrh.
Blood on
Catarrh Medicine acts
the
Poison
Mucous
the
surfaces, expelling
from the Blood and healing* the diseased

thrujthe
j

portions.

After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine for a short time ypu will see a
great improvement in your general health.
Start taking Hall’s Catarrh: Medicine at
once and get rid of
catarijh. Send for
testimonials, free.
j
&
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Tdledo, Ohio.
all
Sold by
Druggists,

75c.|

■----—1-

WHY SUFFER ISO?
Why suffer from a bad? back, from
sharp, shooting twinges, haadaches, diz
ziness and distressing urinajy ills? Belfast people recommend Di'an’s Kidney
Could you ask for stronger proof
Pills.
of merit? Ask your neighbor?
Mrs. Annie L. Durham, Jo Park St.,
Belfast, says: “I had been suffering from
kidney trouble for many yea -s, but never
could g t anything to reliev: me until I
began using Doan’s Kidney 1 ills, which I
procured at the City Drug St ire. I suffered much annoyance when my kidneys
didn’t act regularly and m|r feet would
swell and burn. I felt like Putting them
in cold water. I would gef; so dizzy at
times everything was blurred before me

myjsight.

tljat

60c. at all dealers.

Foster-Wilburn Co.,

Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

j

R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.

the

season

County

James Bay

Ahelpful Remedy for
Constipation and Diarrhoea
ana
anil

Augusta.

j

j

railroad,
agent
being
i
might not be able to discharge the duties Portland.
uin.urai scnooi improvement.- v/. w.
of the office in a satisfactory manner.
“I don’t believe in political rewards inton, lecturer of State Grange, Bowdoinmerely as such,” Mrs. Rich told The ham; Prof. H. P. Sweetser of College of
Courier-Gazette reporter. “As to politi- Agriculture, Orono; A. K.. Gardner,
agent,
agricultural
cal faith, what could you expect of a Franklin
county
woman whose father and brothers were
Farmington; E. B. Sanderson, president
Greene.
staunch Republicans, and who married a of Twin County Farm Bureau,
man equally strong in his adherence to
Marketing: Wilson H. Conant, presi- j
Republican principles? It would seem as dent of Maine Fruit Growers’ Associathough l were predestined to become a tion, Buckfield; Charles M. White, chief
of division of markets, Maine DepartRepublican worker,”
Yet there is an independent streak in ment of Agriculture, Augusta; Guy C.
Mrs. Rich, which had found expression Porter, sales manager of Aroostook Federation of Farmers, Houlton; A C. Ma- \
as a follower (in spirit) of Col. Roosevelt
and which strongly tempted her to es- comber, president of Maine Pomological
chew party affiliation until actual politi- Society, Dryden.
“It is hoped,” says President Leland in
cal experience had welded her ideas more
his letter, “that at this conference some
strongly as to party preference.
The assurance of Goy. Baxter that she definite line of action may be taken toward carrying into effect the plans for
was being appointed as a woman because
of strong recommendations which had agricultural cooperation suggested at the
Orono meeting.”
come to him as to her ability; and a conviction that with no axes to grind she
could possibly be of service to the county,
A WORD OF WARNING
were the factors which finally decided
her acceptance of an unsought office.
In an address to the Farm Bureau AsMrs. Rich is neither bloodthir ty nor sociation Mr. Hoover said: “Unless we
vindictive. She only speaxs what lies in can
readjust our railroad rates we will
the minds of many thinkers, particularly have to rewrite our whole agricultural
those who were in the service.
Our present rates will soon
geography
The literary attainments of the new move our
granaries to foreign shores, for
county commissioner find expression not today it costs 30 cents per bushel to move
alone through club and educational work.
grain from Missouri to New York and
She is a paid writer for several maga- the same amount can be shipped from
zines, including the American City, The Argentina for 10 cents.” The average
Housekeeper and the Ladies Home Jour- consumer may not care a continental
or

visit,

chief of the outlaws was asked if he were
not afraid of getting into trouble for cutting up a balloon belonging to the Great
Republic across the border. With a shrug
he drew from his pocket a roll of money
that would have made a rent hog jealous.
He was ready to deal with Uncle Sam as
one man with another.
“How' much cost for big bag?” he asked indilferently.
“Me buy the tam thing
now and pay spot cash.”

Closely following the acceptance by
the administration of the Allies’ invitatation came the announcement that the
Knox peace
resolution would not be
pressed to early passage in the House.
According to report, the consideration of
the resolution has been indefinitely postponed at the request of President Harding, who feels that in the present situation of affairs its enactment may very
well wait.
There can be no doubt that
in this attitude the President is at one
It is, perwith his Secretary of State.
haps, needless to say that his action both
in accepting the Allies’ invitation and in
delaying the passage of the peace resolution has excited the by no means pleased
surprise of some who were led by certain
campaign expressions to expect a complete reversal of our foreign policy under
Others will
the present administration.
see in the President’s
position a very
sensible appreciation of existing conditions and a determination to follow a
course which will enable the government to safeguard America’s interests
and prestige and to co operate in the solution of the world's problems arising
out of the great war.

the beef

raised, but behind is the life of the nation
intimately interwoven with rural progress.
Dependence on other nations for
the food of support spells ruin for this
nation just as certain as time passes
The whole fabric of civilization is built
on home production of the food of support.—Maine Farmer.

A RIGHTEOUS

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
For

Highway Construction
proposals addressed

Sealed

to

!

letters testamentary issue
Littlefie d, he being the executor nau
and presents said petition.
Elizibeth A Boyd, late of Frank
ceased
Petition that John Bovd
other suitable person may be appo
istrator of said estate.
Applic«t<
bond be requir d from said adn
contained in the petition for pr.
Apolicaton presented by said John
and that

the

State
for
the
Oakland ^ 87

reject

any

cr

in

and heir at-l

Newhall, late ..f Liber'.
Petition that Ora M. Clark
suitable person be appointed admit
said estate.
Petition presented
Newhall, widower and heir-at-law
tate.

Ellen Brown Thompson, widow and heir-atof the estate of Volney Thom} son, late of

City

National Bank of

Belfast,

in

the

Estate of Albert L Kelly, late
tort, in said County of Waldo, oec.

Waldo,,

or

or
Hemorrhoids,
Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists
or

Send Free Sample of Olutmeut to

Humphrey?’ Hoinco. Medicine CompanStreet, New York.

BOOK

treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys' Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines. 25G William St., N, V
90 PER CENT OF ADULTS
HAVE PYORRHEA
Keep out of this class and
havegood,

so|jnd^^

JUDGE

month cavity
germ iufection.

of

30 and 60c
^

4

MS

at your

"from
■

Druggist

THE ASTIDOI.OK MFC. Cc.
99 Wain St.. Sprlngville. N. V.

ffljjjr

SEND SAMPLE TUBE

FREE

ceased

and

i'.etate
State of

County

described in said petii
E. Stevens, 'at.

f Sarah

Washington.

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
Augusta, May 9, 1921'
Notice in hereby given that a Petition for
the Pardon of Seara Nickerson, a convict in
the State Prison, Thomaeton, Maine, under
sentence for the crime of assault, is now pending before the Governor and Council, and a
hearing thereon will be granted in the Council
Chamber at Auguata, on Friday, the third day
of June next, at ten o’clock a. m.
FRANK W. BALL,
8wl9
Secretary of State
^

a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 14: h day of May
A. D. 1921 at ten of the clock befere noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. E Johnson, Register.

and convey at public or private
real estate situated in Montvilie,
ty of Waldo, belonging to said v
scribed in said petition.
HiBtate of Carrie E. Jones (•;
tion of Roscoe A. Jones of Br<>. k
that he may be licensed to sell an.:
private sale certain real estate
Brooks, in said County of Wahio i
said ward and described in said p

Estate of Jane W. Ferguson, lair
First and final account present;'
by Alfred M. Ferguson, tn

DENNIS M. CHANDLER, late of Burnham,

ance

county of Waldo, deceased, and given
Estate of Victoria A. Alien,
All persons having
the law directs.
ville. First and final account
against the estate of said deceased
allowance
by Charles M. Howes, ui u,
are desired to present the same lor settleEstate of Daniel Faunce, lau
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately
| Final account of distributi n \
AN ME L. CHANDLER.
I Frank R. Woodcock, trustee, iv
1921.
will and testament of saiu deceases
Burnham, Me May 10,
Estate of Elmira Jones Treat,
subThe
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
water, State of Minnesota. First m
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
sented for allowance by Oak H;
duly appointed administrator of the estate of Association by S. H. Morgan, trEMMA E. SMALL, late of Belfast,
tee under the last will and testain the County of W aldo, deceased, and given deceased.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Estate of Abide E. Greenlaw
demands against the estate of said deceased fast. First and final account pi
are desired to present the same for settlement,
allowance by Eulalia C. Greenlaw.
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
tor.
ELLERY BOV. i
payment immediately.
THOMAS G. SMALL.
Judge of sa
A
true
of
the
1921.
copy
original. A'
Belfast, Me., May 10,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON.
the

as

NO I IC t6

Notice ib hereby given that tl«
appointments have been made h\

Court, within and for the Count'

To all persons interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, The
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of June, A. i), 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
at
may appear at a Probate Court to be held

and State of Maine:
Estate of John Greer, late
Thomas E Greer of Belmont apt
tor May A. D. 10, 1921.
Estate of Oizilla B. Cooksoi
Ada M. Smith of Bethel appoit
May 10, 1921.

<

:

Estate of William Eadie 1\n
Northport. Lelia F. Kotman of N
Faul B. Scarff of Westfield, N<-w
pointed executors May 10, A. D, •'
Estate of Charles C. Marden,

fist. Lewis F. Maiden ot Fittsin
executor Mav 10. A. I), 1921
Estate of Daniel W. Dodge,
dom. Alice JT. Dodge of Freed
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of June, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock executrix May 10, A D. 1921
Estate of Robert F. Smart, lat•
in th e forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
Mabel M. Smart of Monroe appoint
see cause.
D. 1921.
Angelia Gould, late of Monroe, deceased, May 10. A.of William L. Hall, lat*
Estate
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
Hall of Belfast appoint*E.
Gould
Mary
Cora
E.
issue
to
letters testamentary
A. D. 1921.
Ricker, she being the executrix named therein May 10,
FiState of Augustine F. Hahn.
and presents said petition.
colnville. Eliza C. Hahn of Bn
Alice W. Woodcock, late of Belfast, deceas- I
pointei administratrix May 10, A.law
ed. Will and petition for probate thereof and
Estate of Michael C. Stevens,
that letters testamentary isgue to Hartwell L,
I son. Henry M. Stevens of Jacks
Woodcock, he being the executor named there- administrator May 10, A. D. 1921.
in and presents said petition. Application thal
Estate ot Mary E. Smith, late of
no bond be required from said executor is conFred B. Smith of Searsport appon-w
tained in the petition for probate thereof.
istrator May 10, A. D. 1921
"r
Mary A. Emery, late of Belfast, deceased
Estate of Sophia M. Lowell, law
thal
and
thereof
for
and
Will
probate
petition
Gustavus H. Cargill of 1 ifctsfield
letters testamentary issue to Elsa A. Duaen- administrator May 10, A. D. 1921
bury, she being the executrix named thereii
Estate of George W. Knowles, l»W
and presents said petition. Application tha
terport. Frank C. Knowles of Winter1',
no bond be required from said executrix ii
pointed administrator May 10, A.
contained in the petition for probate thereof
Dated at Belfast, in said Countv
Waltet E. Warren, late of Jackson, deceae
|,f
State of Maine, this 17th day
ed. Will and petition for probate thereof am [ and
that letters testamentary issue to Ruby E D’192t*

;
Warren, she being the executrix named there

j

*

Petiti

Elliott, administrator, that he m
to sell and
convey at public nr
certain real estate situated in !
County of Waldo, belonging to sa
and described in said petition.
Estate of Ethel M, Paul ami L\
Moi.tville. Petition of Isaac W. i
ville, guardian, that he may t* i..

|

State of Maine

I
j

Estate of Susan J. Flye, lut>Petition of Fred N. Flye, exec

-*—

on

I
I

may t.e licensed to sell and cunvt
sale certain real estate situated r
said County of Waldo, belongng

some

PKOBAIt

SICK STOCK

j*
j

.,

<

156 Wilimm

i

Estate of Caroline P. Kelly, late
p.*rr, in said County of Wa.do, dec*
tition of Amanda M. Kelly of I
chusetts, widow and als > administr
estate of Fitzroy Kelly, a dec
under the will of Caroline P. K*
benefit of those named therein tin
be appointed trustee under the
Caroline P. Kelly. Petition pres
Amanda M. Kelly.

this order to be published three \*eeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appeal at

in

j

!

tition of Amanda M. Kelley, of B
widow btid als.. t.of
of the estate of Fitzroy K.bv
trustee, under the will of Aiberr 1
the bet efit of parties named ii. sj-.
she may he app> nted trustee un
of said Albert L. Kelley, all trustet
ly appointed having deceased. Si
is presented by said Amanda M K

sachusetts,

other suitable person, be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
of

J
l

Nettie H.

Probate Notices

w

|I

ed.

PAUL D. SARGENT. Chief Engineer.
Dated at Augusta, Me., May 18, 1921.

Montville, in said County of Waido, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that the

!

of said estate

of taid
slate.
Petitir n preseni<
Alonzo Bacon, widower and heir-at law
estate.

all

At a Probate Court held ai Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
May, A. D 1921.

:w

Eliza A. Bacon, late of \jnity.
tition that Alonzo Bacon or s. n
able person may be appointed h.

V\I! LIAM M. AYER, Chairman,
PHILIP J. HEARING.
FRANK A PEABODY,
State Highway Commission.

1

prol.it

Joseph R. Littlefield, late of i.
JWilljand petition for pr..!

1 cea e

gusta, Maine.

reserved to

C—Y

in and pr sents eaui i.eilvi„.i.
Applv
bona be required from said ox.
intained in the petition for

Commission,

right is
proposals.

YORK

c

with the name
of the Town, will be received by the Com
mission at its office in the State House, Augusta, Maine, until eleven o’clock a. m#(standard time) June 2, 1921, and at that time and
place publicly openeu and read. The work
will consist of grading drainage, foundation
and surfacing.
Each proposal must be made upon a blank
form provided by the
for copy of
which one dollar will be required, and must be
a
certified
check for 10 peraccompanied by
cent of the amount bid. payable to the Treas
urer of State of Maine.
The certified check
will be '.returned to the unsuccessful bidder
unless forfeited under the conditions stipulated.
A surety bond satisfactory to the Commission, of not less than one fourth nor moie
than one-half of 'he amount of the contract,
will be required.
Plans may be examined at d
copy of specifications and contract may be
obtained at the ffice of the Commission, Au
The

NEW

no

Highway Commission, Augusta, Maine,
building 5 sections of State highway, in
of

COMPANY.

demands

Piles

External

—

|

TMC CINTAUR

Notice to Contractors

bonds

(COMPOUND)

CASTOR IA
30

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

ADMIN 1ST RAT RIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

HUMPHREYS’

use

One hundred dollars and costs was the
; fine imposed by Judge Arthur W. Stone
I upon a Dexter man, who entered a plea
I of guilty to a charge of operating a motor
vehicle while under the influence of in! toxicating liquor, in the municipal court
j Monday morning. The offense occurred
For Infants and Children
i Sunday afternoon on the section of State
this town and Garland, the
Years I road betweenbeing a State automobile
Use For Over
incomplainant
spector. The party will also be deprived
of his operator’s license for a period of
three years, the law requiring that the
secretary of State revoke the license upon
receipt of the court record.
The first meeting of Anah Temple, ! Judge Stone intimated that he will imAnd
Mystic Shrine, the newly organized pose a heavier fine in future cases.
the
Temple for the eastern part of Maine, ! $100 is the minimum fine and $1,000 law
the
will be on Friday, July 1, at Bangor. It maximum fine possible under
is'expected that the membership of Anah which is drastic and which the officials
Temple will soon include practically propose to enlorce to the letter. This
to come
every Commandery and 32d degree Mason makes the second case of its kind
of the Methodist chuich.
before the local court this season.
She recalls with no small satisfaction I in Eastern Msine.

In

Feverishness

For Over
Thirty Years

Agricultural

grown

/

Jiuiferyrren Fla nr

Lisbon, 6.27 miles,
the U. of M says of the Waldo
County miles and City of Belfast, 2 54 miles. BitumiClubs:
nous Macadam surface; and in the towns
of
Mrs. B. L. Aborn, county project leader, Stockton Springs, 3 23 miles and Silver Ridge
and Sherman, 3.96 miles. Stone Base with
presided at the spring conference held in Gravel surface, each endorsed

VOlllVl

the wheat is

5
I

Ctanfied Sugar

State

Farm Bureau office. Plans for the
ere discussed by County Agent
Donahue, the local and State leaders.
Announcement was made that the banks
of Belfast have generously offered $200
for prizes to be awarded at the county
Mrs, Rich a Knox
that she was one of the first in this secIndians
contest, to be held in Belfast in October.
tion to advocate the Chautauqua and
Another matter of interest relates to a
Commissioner.
Social Center, both of which became
club trip to Augusta, to be taken in AuCut Up U. S. balloon and Make
local institutions and that she advocated
gust or September by club members who
Into Canoes
A recent issue of the Rockland Courier- national prohibition and suffrage before
have their projects up to date. The trip
either
had
wonbecome
a
Cochran, Ont., May 12,—Some
popular conception.
will be made in automobiles.
Gazette has in part the following compliE. C. MarSuffrage! Mrs. Rich smiles when she derful canoes appeared mysteriously tin of Liberty was the first to
suggest
mentary notice of a former Belfast girl, thinks how
she
advocated
it
earnestly
recently in the James Bay region. They such a trip. He said be believed that the
Miss Mary P. French:
while a student in Belfast High school and
were constructed, not of birch-barK, but average boy and girl care more for the
The recent appointment of Mrs. Mary of the fervent debates which the students
trip to Belfast when the county contest
of a strange material the North had is
held.
She
worked
cause while a
for
the
held than tney do for all the prizes
Perry Rich of Glencove as a member of
resident of New York State, and again never
seen.
As
and
swift
as
light
awarded. Doubtless they would be greatthe board of county commissioners, to fill took
up the cudgels when she came back
lv
swallows on the wing, they skimmed the
interested in a trip of the clubs to the
the vacancy caused by the death of Fred to
Maine
“It is humiliating to think,”
Stale capital, it taking the place of the
L. Waterman, has attracted state-wide
water.
Moose
In
dians
marveled.
Factory
says Mrs. Rich, “that the women today
attention, for the reason that she will be would probably still have been without Had the Great Spirit come from the annual field day. He thought that in his
town many automobile owners would be
the first woman iu Maine to till that office. ! the ballot had
it not been for the action Happy Hunting Grounds to teach his red
glad to give free use of their motors and
There were 10 active candidates for the 1 of
children
new
a
medicine?
Maine
Southern
State.
Tennessee,
their day’s time for such a good cause.
position, two of whom were women. Mrs. defeated it in the relerendum vote, but
The big balloon that carried three of
It will be up to each club in the county
Rich was not one of the two; in fact, she Knox
Uncle Sam’s naval aviators into the to
was the one county which supportmake its own arrangements for handhad absolutely declined the appointment ed the
measure, and Rockland was one of wilderness several months ago has since ling the matter of
when it was tendered her six weeks ago, the two
transportation. This
lain collapsed on the spot where it deMaine cities.
general committee w'as chosen to arrange
and considered the incident closed as far j
scended. Officials of Moose
Factory,
for the trip: E. C. Martin, Liberty; Mrs.
as she was concerned, when an official
one of the earliest posts
established on C. A.
Stevens, Lincolnville; W. C. Sturtelooking document, bearing the State seal,
Association to
American shores by the Hudson’s Bay
vaut, Brooks.
was among the contents of her post oifice
Co., had given orders to all the Indians
Meet in
box:
who own allegiance to the ancient fur
State of Maine
Farmers 1921 Purchasing Power.
company, to leave the greatgas-bag unOffice of the Governor
ORONO, May ll A letter signed by disturbed, These orders had been strictAugusta, April 22, 1921
Eugene Mayer of the War Finance CorJohn W.Leland of Sangerville, president, ; ly observed.
My dear Mrs. Rich:—
and A. L T. Cummings of Orono, secre
A band of outlaw Indians, whose home poration, in a talk to a number of busij
It gave me pleasure today to nominate tary of the Maine Federation of Agricul- I village is 60 miles northwest of Moose ness men, recently said:
!
The purchasing power of a hushel
you as county commissioner for ycur turat Associations, was sent out today,
Factory, found the balloon. Old Hudcounty. I feel that the women of the I calling for a meeting of committees to be son’s Bay Co.’s order meant nothing to wheat, a bushel of corn, a pound of cotwith
the
I held in the State House, Augusta, Mon- them.
counties should share equally
As for Uncle Sam, they had ion and of a hog, at today’s prices paymen the responsibilities of government, |
never heard of
him.
But they knew able at the farm, when expressed in the
day, Ma> 23,
and I am glad to establish a precedent by
The committees referred to were ap- good canoe material when they saw it prices of things the farmer needs and
appointing you the first woman county pointed at the annual meeting of the fed- and straightway with their hunting buys, is lower than it has been at any
commissioner in the State of Maine.
eration at Orono in March, to consider knives they sliced great blanket pieces time within the last 25 years. Not only
Sincerely,
three important rural problems and to de- from the sides of the fallen monster and are prices lower, but the markets are
IU1UVAL r. DAA1LA,
vise some united action for solving them, j from the magic fabric, fashioned canoes highly unsatisfactory and narrow at lowGovernor of Maine
that rode tile waveS like a thistledown. er prices.
The members of the committee are:
It is up to the business men and bankFor better rural roads: Frank P. Wash- The air had given the Northland their
Mrs. Rich’s reluctance to accept the
1
ers of America to make up their minds
appointment was based upon two objec- burn, commissioner of agriculture, Au- most marvelous craft.
The Indians who wrecked Uncle Sam’s whether they want to help dig the farmtions—one that she might be regarded as gusta; Leslie E. Mclntire, farmer, East
er out of the hole or whether they shall
accepting a reward for party services; Waterford; William G. Hunton, indus- gas-bag are known as plutocrats of the
of Maine Central
wilderness. While on a recent
a woman she trial
the stick in the hole with him.
the other a fear that

where

I

lVorm Seed

tovrns

^B

Mrs. Rich is intensely devoted to her
literary work, and intensely in earnest.
The persistence which she has shown in
all her undertakings has been an important factor in her success.
Although she does not regard herself as
a clubwoman in the general acceptance
of the term, her activities in that respect
She was
are limited to no small scope.
vice president of the Main' Federation of
Women's Clubs in 1912; has been State
chairman of the committees on education and club extension; has been State
editor of the General Federation MagaI had zine; has been Maine’s representative on
and this seemed to affect
to get glasses. Before I had finished tak- the national joint committee of the Naing the first box of Doan’s Kidney Pills, tional Educational Association and Genhowever, I got relief and sixiboxes cured eral Federation of Women’s Clubs; has
I take great pleasure in recommend- been president of the Rockland Metheme.
ing Doan’s to others.” (Statement given besec Club and treasurer of Lady Knox
i
Chapter, D. A. R. She is now a member
November 2, 1916.)
On August 28, 1920, Mrs. Durham said: of the public health committee of the
“I can speak in just as him words of State Federation of Women’s Clubs. She
praise for Doan’s Kidney Pill# as I did in was one of the organizers of the Woman’s
1916 when I testified to their merits. The Educational Club, which has 230 memtime has bers, and of whicb she is now president.
cure they made for me at
i
She is also a member of the official board
remained permanent.”

1

pS£L**

The May issue of Clubdom, the official
organ of the College of Agriculture at

ril

nal.

I

Anise Seed

ECHOES FROM CLUBDOM

!

IB

I

Senna

Pochette Sait*

are

Federal matter.
So far as the commodities are concerned, the problem is greatest in the chief
cities of the State, such as
Portland,
Lewiston, Biddeford, Rumford, etc. In
the last analysis, therefore, it is up to
each community to survey and solve its
own problem with all the help that the
State and the National Government can
Back of each community are its
give.
leaders and thinkers, its ablest men and
women, who are challenged to contribute mightily that the spirit of America
shall become the great living force in
our sorely-stricken world.

Let your own taste be the judge. Try
Camels for yourself. A few smooth, refreshing
puffs and you’d walk a mile for a Camel, too.

^

of

Jiaipe of OhUJcSAHlMfllQffi
V
rPumpkin S*d

a

Don’t let anyone tell you that any other
cigarette at any price is so good as Camels.

^

Signature,

Thereby Promoting DSsstio
Cheerfulness and Rest Contain
no
neither Opium, Morphine
Mineral. NotNabcoth

The reasons are obvious. So far as the
State of Maine is concerned, it has a
population of seven hundred •sixty-eight
thousand. One hundred and fifteen thousand are foreign-born. Counting the native-born of foreign parentage, two out
of every three persons in Maine are either
immigrants themselves or the children of
immigrants.
Moreover, twenty-five thousand persons, ten years of age and over are illiterate.
Of these, fifteen thousand are foreign-born. Clearly, the problem of Americanization in Maine is a State, as well as

Camel

the

welcome.”

local communities

Bears the

canization.

proven

to

Many

Always

equally aroused to the needs of Ameri-

However, it

ccrn.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Italians, Armenians, Greeks, etc, all
have important contributions to make.
Nor is the question: “Wnat is Americanization?” confined to the foreign-born.
It challenges the native born as well.
From the standpoint of “selling” American to the foreigner it is now
generally
recognized that the native-born Americans must themselves be “sold.”
Owing
to a sinister force of propaganda recently unearthed, Americanization thus be
comes the greatest
challenge facing every
American today.
Americanization
Fortunately,
has become a National function.
The Federal
Government has a special department
dealing with this question on a Nation-

so(l

not long before in

For Infants and Childs,

our

Freedom,
hefirts,

raised

CASTORIA

Enlightened American communities are
now asking themselves: "What
beside

welctjme

was

*

»

1

CHAS. E- JOHNSON,

HUM

I

our

needa.

and

helpful spirit

*

»k

■

thlMr

School attendance has k..„
lar, and some of the
excellent tank and have
been

tfr'shJve
fe"

fn.ti*? pr°ud
^

li one Month,"Fniit-a-tiws”
Gave Complete Relief

The farm management
has hp»n c,
and the Board expressed
itself as m
than satisfied with the
report of the Mm

658 First Ave., Tiiov, N. Y
‘■I liave been a great sufferer
years with Kidney Trouble \and
pupation. I tried ‘Fruit a tives’
•. a mouth ago, and with almost
rdiate results.
The Kidney
ile has disappeared and the
pupation is fast leaving me”.
HENRY DATER.
Fruit
Ui
i

,v, !i

a
tives’, or Fruit Liver
the medicine made from
es and valuable tonics, is
doing
rful work in bringing health

iosick people.
box, 6for $2.50, trial size 25c.
■

lersor from

FRUtT-A-TIVES

eJ OGDEN SB ERG, N. Y.

Aid

hildren's

Society

of Maine

May 17, 1921.
:licers and members of the ChilAid Society of Maine:
r niertmg today marks the complet twenty-eight years of your serchildren of Maine.

t ie

inspiring sight could we
gether here the scores of girls

iid be

,,

an

those

all

vears

have gone out

Heme, to make for themselves
t
places in life. And very many
made good records indeed. The
f these gives us fresh courage
isiasm.
It is & fine thing to
•dy and neglected child and help
I was the fortune of
Ke good.

a

EfTvi BSTIXS’E?1?
Ssr^r'ffiS;
s;s £,lt'

The basement
store-room
was a goodly sight
with its
store of vegetables and
its rows of jars
containing vegetables, fruits and
pickles
Ihe Board considers that
Mr. and Mrs'
Greer have shown admirable
forethought
nd wise economy in
planning for
needs of the large family. A
supply 0f
wood l as been cut from the wood
lot for
the coming year.
Twelve young stole trees have
been
set out and bid fair to become
thrifty
trees, which will prove a valuable asset
mei

s

PROSPECT.

cour

„...*

HIDNEY REMEDY

;

(

teoua and

of their report cards

(

i

attention to

crops

abundaTt

?he

in time to come.
Our stock includes four cows and
two
young calves, one of which is to be raised
while the others will soon be sold.
We
have also pigs and hens and
several
broods of chickens are due to appear
soon
A recent guest at the Home
thoughtfully made five window boxes which are
put up at the south windows, where
they
will soon be filled with blossoms.
Flower
beds have been made on the front of the
house and along the south side. Plants
for the beds would be a welcome gift
just
now.
Already some one has sent a box
of beautiful pansies.
Dahlias and phlox
and hollyhocks would be most acceptable.
Any report of our work would be quite
incomplete without mention of the pleasures afforded the children through the
kindness of friends. The Colonial management makes our girls its guests whenever they visit the pictures.
One lady
made possible for them the pleasure of
the High school matinee, while another
furnished real feasts at Christmas and
New Year, and still others supplied a delicious dinner in November.
Birthdays
have been marked by “parties” with
birthday cakes and useful gifts, and
sometimes individual favors. Valentines
and May baskets arrived at the proper
dates.
Christmas was celebrated with
“stockings," a well-rendered program of
music and recitations, and finally by a

F. L

Ward was
Bangor May 7th.

a

business visitor in

Another “community isupper”

held at the Grange hall May 28th.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Bennett

ceiving congratulations
a

upon

I

JEAN PAIGE

j

will be

are re-

the birth of

son, May 8.

Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Ellis have latemotored to Auburn where they visited
their son,and wife, Dr. and Mrs. Lee El-

ly

lis.

1

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin K. Grant, who
have lately come from Hardwick, Vt.,
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. S.

Hillman.
Mrs. Carrie M. Hamlin and Mrs. Flora
H. Ward of the Clark and Marsh schools,

respectively, were in Bangor May 6th, to
attend the Penobscot County Teachers’
Convention.
A daace was held at K P. hall

on

May

6th,

under the auspices of the R. P.’s.
Music was furnished by Knowles’ orchestra of Winterport. Another was sched-

uled for May 13th, but was postponed beof the storm, to May 27th.

cause

Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Mary K.
Clark, Mrs. Marcia Griy and to Mr. John
Boyd in the death of their mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth (Nickerson) Boyd, widow of the
late Arthur Boyd of Frankfort. The interment was in Maple Grove cemetery,
April 30th in the family lot.

Proposition

to

Strengthen

the

Sabbath

Laws Is Sane and Reasonable.

There is

manifest agitation all down
the line in sporting c ircles, and especially in the ranks of the profiteers who are
a

Jean

following

-—Oenriching themselves in the field of comthis last year to visit the
mercialized amusements.
And this has
ne of our older grown-up girls
AMERICAN LEGION NOTICE.
all come to pass because of the suggesear her ardent words of praise
tion that the laws against Sabbath dese
tion for the Girls’ Home, as she
A hallowed mantle of the Grand Army
cration should be widened and strength- of the Republic falls upon the young
; what it had meant to her.
viaua
aitu
a
ucaviiy laucll tree,
at
the
darker
ened.
ok
side of the
shoulders of the American Legion on
arranged by the North Church.
The old bogy of “personal liberty,” Memorial Day of this year. Blue uni;r oid see the minority who have
A shore picnic with a row boat in atwhich has been sleeping quietly in the formed, with medals upon his breast, the
tullili our hopes for them, we
tendance was one delight of the summer
more
grave with “John Barleycorn” since the white-haired veteran of the Civil War
keenly the need for season. Another summer fete
was the
made the Memorial Day round of the
passage of the eighteenth amendment,
Airt, lest one who might have lawn party at the Home
grounds
when
has been suddenly dug up and dusted olf,
be allowed to fail.
schoalhouses in former years. This year
the children were treated lo candy and
and he is now being paraded on all the it is the Legion members who will visit
in this year with 20 girls; we
unlimited ice cream. This lawn party
streets, and his well-known features are the schoolhouses in many communities,
18, the average for the entire netted a little over $500 and was success19. At no time has our family ful
from the editorial telling of a different conflict, but teachleering at us
socially as well as financially. Its ! columns of the again
We have admitless than 17.
ing the same lessons.
metropolitan dailies.
success was due to the many interested
All
of
In St. Paul, Minn., the Legion has asitw girls than usual.
this
9 have
agitation and this whole hue
helpers who arranged the sale, took part and
sumed the task at the request of the G.
:o our household and 11 have
about
is
encry
“persopal liberty”
in the p.ogram and contributed freely
I wo legal adoptions have been
A. R. itself. Post No. 8 will send 100
toward the receipts. Among those who tirely unnecessary, because the proposition for the strengthening of the Sabbath men to address the school children of the
and both the little girls are
materia ly were members of the
!
helped
laws is a sane and reasonable one. No city and its vicinity.
i, o in t.heir foster homes. Other
l Travelers’ Club of Belfast and the Neighone has advocated or proposed anything
ire pending and some are likely
Andernach, on the Rhine, Germany,
borhood Club of Old Town. To each one
that is not in line with the very best of where the Boche maidens are the pretti; leled quite soon.
we tender our cordi_l thanks.
American traditions.—Rev. J. R. Strat- est, once the heart of the thriving Iron
Agation and in the placing and
We would also acknowledge with ap
New York. Cross market, is the second stronghold
ii. of girls 23 visits have been
preciation favors irom the Maine Central ton, Calvary Baptist Church,
in the German Empire to be occupied by
ilerent. towns and cities Often Railroad, from the Eastern
Steamship
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad has (he American Legion. The new post is
ess trips have been changed
and
from
the
Co.,
press, as represented reduced its freight charge on Aroostook Andernach Post No 5.
Andernach was
pleasure trips by the courtesy oy our local
reporters; from the Maine potatoes going to the starch factories
is who had our girls in charge, Bible
by headquarters of the Third Division in
and from very many of about 50
Society;
Third Army days, and now quarters the
per cent., on account of the de
inning experience to see how our local merchants.
moralization of the potato market. The ! Second Brigade of the American army of
r litile ones have won the love
The meetings of the Board have been
new rate became
effective May 16 and occupat on. Amaroc Post, No 4, of the
mi of their adopted parents,
held regularly and careful attention has
will continue until about August 15.
Legion is situated in Coblentz.
a Hence, as well as travel, is a
been given to ail decisions covering the
Alfred E. Dameron, a member o. Stewf our work; several hundred Home
and the children.
ard
Whiting Hoover Post of the Ameribeen written, investigating
The Home and Supply Committee has
can
Legion at West Point, New York,
s,
arranging conditions, au- some vacancies which should be filled at
heard the call of the Army but found that
e.stions, keeping in touch with once.
recruiting had stopped. As second choice,
soliciting funds, and last but
The Real Estate Committee has shown
he went back to the farm in Virginia. A
it least, acknowledging the a vital
interest in matters referred to
few days later, while plowing, he turned
uid generous gifts of friends,
them and has been of genuine assistance.
up a copper pot containing $15,000 in old
is have come
not only from
Best of all we believe there is real imgold and silver coins,
res in our own State, but from
provement in the character of some of
i
tnd Massachusetts and Fhila- our
Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi- FRENCH TO
girls. That is after all the end and
FLOAT LOAN IN U. S.
even from far-distant Colaim of our endeavors.
culty in urinating, often mean
iiere have been useful gifts—
W’e can close our year of work for the
serious
The
world’s
disorders.
The
French
ii, 1 clothing—and gifts to degovernment, it has been
uplift of unfortunate children with no
standard remedy for kidnej', liver, authoritatively learned is negotiating for
ans of the children, candy,
more fitting quotation than this, “There
another
loan
in this country.
and
books.
And there has is
ys
The
bladder and uric acid troubles—
nothing in all the wor d so important
amount of this undertaking, its terms
ways acceptable and necessary
as
If
so interesting.
nothing
children,
and
details
i.
have
general
to
be
and
the
settled.
yet
Searsport people
you ever wish to share in some philanIn the language of a banker closely
Hub of Brunswick have again
thropy, if you wish to be of any real use
affiliated with the French government,
ir
regard for the Home in in the world, do something for children.”
“such a loan may eventuate in a few
cal fashion. The attractive
Respectlully submitted,
days and may not be concluded for sevjom has had a very thorough
Anne A. S. Craig, Sec’y
eral
months.”
fresh paint, dainty curtains,
Confirmation of the report that French
liled pictures, warm, brightrelief
and
often
ward
off
bring quick
BUY A POPPY.
in this country
treasury bills
ii-work comforters, sheets,
deadly diseases. Known as the national now totalled outstanding
less than $10,000,000 as
and even personal toilet
of Holland for more tijan 200-remedy
Five million poppies, replicas of the
against almost $75,000,000 in October
le fortunate occupants.
The
All druggists, in three sires.
years.
1820, has been given by Dwight W. Morimp Fire room, with its quaint red flowers
“that
blow in
Flanders
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Certain-teed Paint Endures

Paige has won a
of admirers in her
work as a “movie" star.
She la the
daring and dainty tittle actress who
has been the center of attraction on
many bills offered by the motion picture houses.
Miss Paige was reared
on her father s model farm near
Paris,
III. She knows horses and loves them.
Handsome

large

for Years
the highest
and oils can
give paint the long life and color
retaining value which Certain-teed
has. It keeps surfaces, on which it
is used, beautiful for years.
use

kju 111.U

SLOW
DEATH

■.

Paint is always highest quality. It
is made by an organization that has
long been known as a manufacturer
of high quality products. The name

the
of
QNLY
quality pigments

means, “Certainty of Quality—
Guaranteed Satisfaction.”

These excellent materials are thoroughly ground and mixed. There-

Be sure that your Spring painting
will be satisfactory by letting us
supply this highest quality paint.
Certain-teed led in price reductions.
We are now selling this paint at

fore Certain-teed has greater covering capacity, protective value and

hiding
You

power, too.

can

be

sure

that Certain-teed

pre-war

prices.

Hall Hardware Co.
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S. C. Pat tee. M. D.,
Masonic Temple,’Room 6,
Residence
High Street.
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matron and has given
her whole time and
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supervision and training of
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care-takers in

'""ddions have been reasonably
la,J our share of
meaalea when
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trouble from very
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Percy Sebbins of S. Freedom is working for Walter Banton.
"Nathan Vose has traded his Bpan of
driving horses for a pair of work horses.
Miss

Stewart is

Belfast, May 17, 1921.-3wl7

House for Sale
at

Belfast—5

room

working in

house and

Evelyn
factory.
Thorndike for Mrs. Henry McCorrison.
to
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Mrs. Alice Stewart is working for Mr. Apply
Real Estate and Insurance,
Rows in Palermo.
She ia cook in his
Belfast, Maine.
camp.

*

t

NOTICE

AMATEUR

Developing

and

Finishing

OF QUALITY..

I have this day given to my minor son,
Donald W. Hogan, the remainder of the Send for sample photo and price list; get
time during his minority, and shall here- ready for summer.
after claim none of his earnings or pay
E. ALTON BICKNELL,
any debts by him contracted.
Room 403, 39 Exchange Street,
Jackson, Maine, May 12, 1921.
BERT H. HOGAN.
4wl8
3w20
Portland, Maine.
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CATALOC
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ALWAYS
CONSULT K

Our 1 76 Page Good Book (f/ee for the asking)
makes it ever so much easier for you to select your
wants.
Being profusely Illustrated it shows the
identical items you have in mind to buy; Plows,
Harrows, Seeders, Spreaders, etc. Patronize the
K&W dealer in your town. If none, write us direct.
KENDALL & WHITNEY, PORTLAND, MAINE

_IT'S

421

TIME TO BUY DAIRYING AND HAYING TOOLS.

Use your home paper when you advertise.
circulation in the city and county.

We have

a

fine

SEARSPORT
F. Wesley Webber is a surgical patient
at Dr. E. D. Tapley's hospital in Belfast.
Andrew McGown qf Worcester, Mass.,
business visitor in town last week.

was a

Mrs. Wingate Cram and Miss Alice
Walker of Bangor were in town recently
for a few days.

From the street the house looks to be
SWANVILLE CENTER
undamaged, but the interior is ruined.
On the south side of the street the PbinBen Knowiton recently moved is fameas Pendleton, Junior,
house, now the
summer home of L. C. Havener of Wor- ily back to Monroe.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White were recent
cester, Mass., is a pile of wreckage. The
L. M. Sargent house, next the Havener guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of
was
twisted
five
feet
sidewise
or
house,
Winterport.
more

from its

foundation,

walls are sag-

Mrs. E. A. Robertson spent the most
of last week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

ging and it is thought to e wrecked beyond repair. The ruins of the barn, or
garage, are piled atop of the car. Mr.
Sargent, his son-in-law, Wm. Shorey of
Bath, and Mr. Shorey’s daughter Eleanor
were in the yard.
Mr. Sargent was lifted
off his feet and thrown against the house.
He is in a critical condi-ion. The little
girl was badly cut, and Mr. Shorey
escaped with slight injuries. Six people
occupied the Webber house, and all were
uninjured. The Havener house was unoccupied. On Steamboat avenue the
house and barn of Lewis Rich were blown

Albert Moody!
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kalloch and son
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Larrabee of Jackson spent the week-end at the home of
Stanley spent the week-end with relatives in Port Clyde.
Charles Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos ~Conant and MilMr. and Mrs. E. W.Gilkey, Mrs. Livona
dred Conant of Winterport were Sunday
Williams and Miss Faustina Harding moguests of their brother and sister, Mr.
tored to Bath Saturday.
and Mrs R. G. Robertson.
Fred E. Harris, who has been at Swan
One day last week Mrs. John Palmer
Lake for a few days of fishing, left by
had a hen lay two eggs in one ray. The
auto Saturday for Boston.
hen has a flock of chickens four weeks
old and was confined to a small wire yard
Miss Adeline Ware of Brewer has returned home after spending a few days as down and Mrs. Rich was hurt. The where nothing could get in or she could
stables of Mrs. F. S. Dyer, Willard Rich not get out.
the guest of Mrs. Livona Williams.
and Hiram Russell are flat. Brookside,
The electrical storm, high wind and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Curtis have re- Edmund Eno’s
boarding house, was dam- hail did not hit this
vicinity as hard as in
turned to Everett, Mass., by auto after aged
and
William
Parse’s stable
inside,
spending a week at their spmmei home was lifted up and carried down over the some places, but was severe and did some
small
to
fruit
damage
i
in town.
trees, telephones
bank, leaving the car standing intact. and scattered the boardpiles
around. It
At the Elms, Capt. W. R. Gilkey’s resiblew down the barn on the Herbert MadMr. and Mrs. Calvin Stinson and daugha
huge elm tree fell across the docks
dence,
ter Virginia left Thursday for ^sunshine,
farm, blew off one of the chimneys
house, which in some marvelous way was on Rushbrooke Thayer’s house and took
Deer Isle, "Where they will spend the
practically undamaged. The roof of the off part of the roof on Oscar Bow’s barn.
summer.
Sargent business block in Main street
Mrs. Chester L. Bailey of Camden was was completely unroofed, the roof landSEARSMONT.
the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. C. ing in a vacant lot back of the building.
Whitcomb. Mr. Bailey spent the week- Mr. and Mrs. John Frame, who were reMr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest Rose, who spent
end at Swan Lake.
turning home in their car, sought shelter
in z barn in the outskirts of the town, the winter in New York, returned last
Mrs. Julia Wentworth and Miss Mabel and had
just driven in when the barn week.
Eames of Cchasset, Mass., are spending blew down.
Mrs. Frame was injured by
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Marden have rea
few days in town, occupying Mrs.
falling timbers, but her condition today turned after spending the winter in St.
Wentworth’s house
street.
is considered very hopeful.
Many houses Petersburg, Florida.
Mrs. Leon White with" her two children, throughout the town have lost chimneys,
Mrs. Mary Heirick of Camden, a lady
Ruth and Leon, Jr., returned Friday to windows are broken, and any number of 88 years of
age, is the guestof her daughher home in Bangor, after spending sev- trees uprooted, many of them being huge ter, Mrs. Mary
Bryant.
eral weeks with her parents, Mr. and old elms to which the town owes much
Mrs. Charles Andrews, Worthy Matron !
of its beauty. The damage at Mack’s
Mrs. T. E. Trundy.
of Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S., is attendFoint was very heavy. About 1.000 feet
Miss Christine Eames, who has been ill of trestle work was blown down, a store- ing the Giand Chaper j.i Portland.
at her home with an attack of measles, house of the A. A. C. Co.’s plant was
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bickford have
has quite recovered and has returned to wrecked and coal pockets and fertilizer moved to Presque Isle. Mr. Bickford has
Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield, plants were damaged to the extent of been appointed assistant
County Agent
where she is a student.
many thousand dollars. Telegraph, tele- for Agricultural Extension in Aroostook
and
down
phone
and
electric
wires
were
county.
Miss Mary Inman, wiho has been in
the electric light service was out of comMemorial Sunday will be observed in
training for professional nursing at the
mission for twenty-four hours.
Com- the Methodist
Beverly hospital in Beverly, Mass., was
church, service at 10.15,
munication with Bangor was cut off un- when the
pastor, Rev. E. E. Harrison,
graduated from that institution Thursday,
til the following day. Theitorm marked will give an address. The
was
one
of
a
19th.
Miss
Inman
class
church will be
May
a path across the bay and those who wit
decorated with flags, bunting and flowers.
of nine.
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Ninety

Ninety
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Yes! We have put a big
dent in the high cost of
living in selling these
men's shoes at
Four

onjWater

Ninety
Five
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nessed it say that it was a never-to-be
An emergency call was
sent to Belfast and several doctors came
to help, but strangely there were no latalities and it is hoped no serious injuries.
All Sunday afternoon the scene of
disaster on West Main street was thronged with cars and people on foot viewing
the ruins, and today, Monday, many people have come from adjoining towns to
see the sights.

Edward S. Calderwood
of Koxbury, Mass., spent the week-end
at their cottage on Pleasant Point.
They
entertained Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Thomas
of Dorchester, the party returning to
Boston Monday.
Dr.

and

Mrs.

and before it was discovered the entire
inside was burned to a cinder, leaving but
the outside shell. Nothing nearby was

veteran of the Civil War is

!

now

!

You Can Pay More!
The
who

WALDO STATION.

Miss IMaude Colcord of Plymouth,
Mass., will spend a three weeks’ vacation in Searsport, where she will be the
guest of Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols.
Miss Colcord has for many years filled
the position of librarian for the Plymouth
Cordage Co., and it is several years ince
she has visited Searspojrt, her home

town.
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j
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Although the town was naturally withlut electricity Sunday night the company
lid a good job to get the juice coming ail
ight by 11 a. m. Monday.

j
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as
sure von

will

themselves.

You will find every
style represented; all leathers and colors
^
l0r
young
man,

including

BiZ?' In0tfhaectS^ieS
tact, all

Rayner

of Connecticut was
calling on friends last Monday.
Mr. and .Mrs, Levi Harriman of Boston
visited relatives here several days last
Edwin

“

position to give you these remarkable values and
feel
appreciate our efforts when you see the shoes

PROSPECT FERRY

light.

gi^e

But Whv?

ate the first oyster took some
chance—hot his

man

—

STOCKTON SPRINGS

damaged.

me searsport Drancn or the

one

living in the village. Mr. John Crie, and
he is in very poor Jhealth.

Sanford Jackson of Monro is stopping
with Emery Hussey for a few lays.
Wesley Peavey sawed wood for Mr. I
Warren Johnson and E. L. Hussey last
week.
Mrs. Abbie E. Dow and Mrs. Grace
Batchelder of Brooks called on friends in
j
town Saturday.
A
thunder
sharp
shower
visited
Mrs Amasa Jackson of Brewer is visitthis
ng her mother, Mrs. Sadie Farnham at vicinity Sunday, the 22nd, breaking down
trees, filling the air with dust and hail,
_,owder Brook.
resembling a tornado.
A large party of Odd Fellows went to
W. P. Hussey and family visited the
ducksport Friday night and visited the Hussey home recently, going to
Prospect
odge in that town.
the same day to meet Mrs. Hussey’s
Mrs. Annie Verrell returned home Sat- ! friends. Her father, Mr. Hervey Parrrday from Belfast, where she altended tridge, is in poor health at present.
,he confetti ball at the Armory Friday

A Bangor & Aroostook passenger car
standing on the tracks near the round
house caught fire early Thursday morning

The Waldo county branfch of the Red
Cross has been asked to
clothing for
the destitute children of dfevastated Europe, and at this time of general house
pleaning each family has more or less
clothing which may be of great use to
the little needy ones over there. Please
cull out what is not. needed, and leave
the garments at the Adams store any
time before June 1st. The clothing is for
children up to the age of 14, and should
be in wearable condition.! Layettes are
also badly needed and to' any who are
willing to make them, material will be
furnished. The layettes aie to be made
according to personal judgment, and not
under Red Cross regulations. One tiundrcd are needed.
Will any volunteer to
help in this way"?

Only

forgotten sight.

ii\ e
tive
snapes

in

^

we

The sch. Katherine May, built after the week.
noulds of W ardweli’s sch. Helen Swanzy,
Gerry Harding of Stockton Springs
j s discharging cement at the Cape Jellison visited Iris
cousin, Percy Harding, last j
to
!
and
will
when
proceed
Bangor
erminal,
Friday,
unpty.
Several from this place attended the I
Mr. and Mrs. John Blanchard were Odd Fellows convention in Bucxsport ;
scheduled to leave their home in George- last Friday and all report a good time.
Mrs. W. H. Ginn is on the sick iist.
town, Fla., in their car May 23d with the
intention of spending the summer at their She is attended by Dr. Stevens of Stockton.
She is some better at this writing.
j place in Park.

ask

the much wanted Ball Straus

in" e^rvl-

that you examine these shoes
Iet
gladly
y0U1'
is

j
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Pullman

Orville Simpson and Charles I. Littlefield, who have been employed as oilers
on a
Porto Rican liner, are at home because of the marine strike holding up the
ship in New York.

factory opened Monday with a
working force ot about fifty girls, and
Mrs. Scott Downs as forejady. Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. William Avery returned
Pullman, who superintends the bellast
from a trip to their former home
factory, will al o look after the Sears- Sunday
in Lubec, having accompanied Mr. and
John Pullman
port end of the business,
of New York City, the head of the firm, Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of Rockland on
Friday to attend the funeral of a relative.
was in town last Wednesday making arrangements for the opening of the facMr. and Mrs. David Hodgkins of Rocktory and will be in Searsport often in land were guests on Sunday of Mr. and
the interests of the business. John Pull- Mrs. B. B. Sanborn, making the trip in
man, with headquarters at4lh and Mercer their car and accompanied on their return
streets, New Yors, is conceded one of by Mrs. Rose Sanborn, who will make a
the largest pants manufacturers in the visit of indefinite duration.
\
East, with a permanent and reliable
Friday evening Miss Ida Merrithew, N.
business of 15 years’ standing, and a
trade extending from codst to coast. ! G. of Bay View Lodge of Rebekahs, acMr. Pullman declares himself favorably companied by members of the lodge to
impressed with Searsport, ajnd if a satis- the capacity of several cars, made an enfactory solution of the help problem can joyable trip to the lodge in Hampden,
be found tie proposes to expand this where they were royally entertained.
branch of the business indefinitely.
Another good crowd greeted McKeen’s
Funeral services for Arnold E. Ward, orchestra Thursday night at Denslow hall.
who died at the Waldo County Hospital Although without the advantages of an
in Bel:ast, Friday, May 13, were held open pavilion on a heated night, this hall
a
Monday at 2 p. m. from the Methodist has superb floor, well cared for, which
fine music proves an irresistible
Episcopal church in Searsport, Rev. N. with
F. Atwood officiating
Interment was in combination. Laid on the mitre from the
the village cemetery, and the bearers finest of stock in the early eighties when
were
Walter Moody, Harry McCasliu, the building was constructed by that
Clifford Seekins and Arthjir Robbins. sterling old-time contractor, the late
Arnold E. Ward was born ijn Searsport, Joseph W. Thompson, the floor is as true
in 1892, the son of Elbridge and the late and level as though laid but yesterday.
About four years
Mary (Grant) Ward.
Those good people with a penchant f„r
ago he married Miss Annie Smart and
that sort of diversion who religiously besoon after he enlisted
in the service, gan writing a diary for 1921, and who
joining Co. F, 58th Infantry, which was have not as yet had the thing become a
sent overseas among the first.
He saw bore and pass into the discard, as usually
active service, enduring much hardship happens, are rewarded with an event to
and danger. He was badly gassed, and record which stands in a class by itself.
trom this he never iully recovered, for it The big breeze of
Sunday afternoon is
is thought that his death was a direct unique in that it occurred as an incident
result of the poison. Al o|ne time he in a day marked by an exceptionally
was missing for several mouths aud
it high, hot wind from the west, and the
was reported that he had
been killed in sky foretelling an approaching shower
action. He leaves two sin^il children, held little of that wild and awe-inspiring
the oldest, a boy, having beeili bern while aspect which not infrequently jolts the
the father was in trance. The youngest, nerves of
sensitive souls. Neither were
a girl, was one year old the day of the
the thunder and lightning and rain anyfather’s funeral. The young widow left | thing unusual—but, oh, boy! didn’t it
bereaved with two small children has the blow! Local damage was
inconsiderable;
sincere sympathy of the entire commu- a chimney fell on the roof of the
resi»
When taken ill, Mr. i Ward was dence of M. J. Goodere and
nity.
rashed
the
A.
A.
C.
employed by
Fertilizer Co. through the piazza; a skylight came off a
at Mack’s Point.
He was a, line young business block and landed without
injury
fellow well liked by his 1 associates. to any person; and trees all over town
Though not killed in actiorf the young were broken or uprooted. A good many
man just as truly gave his life
for the people expected to find the spire of the
great cause, and should be honored with Universalist church landed anywhere
those whose names are written on me- from Ward well’s dooryard to Capt. Patmorial tablets and for whom gold stars terson’s garden, but the
repairs, made
were displayed.
Besides his -widow and some years ago by J R. Merrithew, stood
children he is survived by jhis father, the best test any work of the kind ever
Elbridge Ward of Belfast, and by one had. Monday morning our familiar acbrother, Frank Ward, who is in the quaintance, the northeast wind, was
navy.
again with us and Nature looked as smug
and complacent as a cat who had finished
was
visited
with the canary.
Searsport
Surjday afternoon by a genuine cyclone, fthe like of
which was never known in this locality.
KINUX
The day had been extremely hot, and
pants

at about 1 30 p. m. rumbles of thunder
could be heard, and black clouds began to
pile up in the northwest. The storm advanced with such rapidity that people
who were out had barely time to fly to
shelter before it struck. Coming straight
from the northwest it tore through the
town diagonally toward the bay.
The
air for a few minutes was filled with dust
and particles of flying debrig, and the
crash of falling trees could be heard
above the din of thunder and the roar of
the wind. The old Colonial mansion formerly owned by Capt. Phineas Pendleton
and now the home of Sidney M. Webber,
was first in the path of the cyclone.
The
house, a substantial structure, was moved
about eight feet from ita foundation.

PULLMAN. In Belfast, May 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Pullman, a son, Lawrence Averill.
MARRIED.

|

Warren.

May 24, Mrs.
Ci arlotte M. Warren, formerly of Searsmont, aged 90 years 4 months and 26
days.

In Belfast,

MAID WANTED
AT THE

Waldo

County Hospital

WANTED
woman for kitchen he^>.
Good wages
paid. At Temple Heights Inn, Northport,
Maine.
F. R. BOWDEN, Prop.
For reference—Ben Woods, at Perry’s

A

Market,

Belfast.

3w21

For Rent at Bayside

SIX ROOM FURNISHED COTTAGE
for August and September. Very reasonable. Reference1 exchanged.
EVA F. GRAY,
U. S. Public Health Hospital No. 41,
New Haven, Conn.
lw21

I

j
BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK in
family of two. Apply to
31

MRS. ANSEL M. LOTHROP,
6 Franklin Street, Belfast.

Wanted at Once
A chamber

girl

and kitchen

girl

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

PAID PRODUCER j
Eliza C. Hahn of Lincolnville, widow of |
i A uguatine F. Hahn, late of Lincolnville, in
*25 00
»id
County of Waldo, decased, having pre
02
inted a petition praying that an allowance
25
lay be made to her out of the personal es- 1
25a 35
1 ite of said deceased.
Largest stock of used Cars in Waldo
20
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice
50 County—Buicks, Reoa, Dodges, Dorts,
j
1 ) all persons interested by causing a copy of
12 Studehakers, Velies, Overlands and Fords, 1 uis order
Round Hog,
to be published three weeks sucetc.
All prices,jfrom $50 to $3,000, cash,
Straw, 15 00a20 00*
essively in The Republican Journal, a new*trade or terms.
26a32
Turkey',
aper published at Belfast, that they may ap21 Two garages—Waldo County Motors i ear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
Tallow,
20a22 Company, Belfast, and H. C. McCorrison, * rithin and for said County, on the 14th day
Veal,
c f
June, A. D, 1921, at ten of the clock in )
Wool, unwashed, 30 Thorndike.
ore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
If in need of anything in the motor
Wood, hard, 11 00
rhy the prayer of said petitioner should not j
8 00 vehicle line it will pay you to call.
32. Wood, soft,
I e granted.
Ceese,
2w21
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge, j
RETAIL MARKET
RETAIL PRICE
A true copy.
Attest2
20
Chas. F. Johnson, Register.
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
66
18a32
Butter salt,
Oats,
5 i
85 Oat Meal,
Corn,
8
85 Onions,
Cracked corn.
!
Corn meal,
85 Oil, kerosene, 19a20
A NICE DRIVING HORSE, FIVE
10
40 Pollock,
Cheese,
years old, which is not afraid of anything.
I forbid any and all persons trusting
19
2 lo Pork,
Cotton seed,
Am selling on account of sickness.
In8 j
inybody on my account.
25 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
MRS. L. A. BROWN,
quire of
3w21*
J. A. CLEMENT,
1 90
Clover seed, 32a35 Shorts,
3w21
8 Alto St., Belfast.
j May 19, 1921.
Searsport, Maine.
f9 ]
10 40a 13 50 Sugar,
Flour,
5 00 Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
H. G. seed,
17 Sweet potatoes, 12
Lard,

Apples,

per bush,
75a 100
5
Beans, pea,
10
Beans, y. e.,
35a40
Butter,
lOall
Beef, sides,
<0
Beef, f. q.,
36
Cheese,
40
Chicken,
06
Calf Skins,
35
Duck,
32
£ gs,
35
"owl,

Hay,
Hides,
Lamb,
Lambskins
Mutton,
Potatoes,

Sale of Used Cars

For Sale
|

VILLAGE PLACE ON COAST—1 1-3
Would make nice hen farm
acres land.
or summer home. Would consider taking
Write
car as part payment—no Fords.
Lock Box 259 Stockton Springs, Me’

For Sale

j

FORSALE

Low price second nand parlor

LOST
TORCHES,
R, I. Welding Co.,

TWO WELDING
name

on them.
return to

Providence,

given
Garage.

on

!•
ji

Reward

Norton’s^
iw2i*

OUR

Bridge

corner

streets

CARD OF THANKS

We desire to express our heartfelt
hanks to our neighbors and friends who
1 iave rendered us needed assistance in our
ecent loss by fire.
MR. and MRS. JOHN C. FULLER,
*
Liberty, Maine.

CROCHETERS AND KNITTERS

DYEING
Done at

l

of Church and !

FOR SALE
LIME AND ASHES MIXED for grain
and grass fertilizer. Also straight land
lime. Car load lots a specialty. For price
and other particulars address
J. F. SULLIVAN,
Damariscotta Mills, Maine.
4w21

on infants’ bootees, sacques
ind sweaters. Steady home work. Good
Send sample or sample stitches of
lay.
2w21*
'our work.
IRVING WERTHEIM & CO.,
104 Fifth, Ave., New York City.

Ixperienced

by

MRS. HANSUN.

NOTICE

TABLE
BRAND

COFFEE
Pay more if you ph
only your pocketbo
know the difference,
You”l realize you'
what you’ve beer
years for—when you
It’s

like

a

benedict

good meal.
Puts the finishing
meal—because it

any

finished product.

WEBSTER

THOM

*

(

J. A LSI 1A McKEE V.

19tf

having

I;

and kitchen stoves,

FOR SALE

One of the best looking and most economical to run on the market—20 miles to !
gallon gas. Reason for selling: I intended to do public car business, but changing
my mind and having another car did not
need this. Price $1340 f. o. b. Belfast—
dealer’s price—and my price will be some
less.
Anyone interested call and see me
before buying. Inquire of
C. W. LANCASTER, Belfast.
tf21

WINDSOR HOTEL

Joseph Donnell, who is working for
Julia Curtis, visited at his home in
in Searsmont Sunday.

^

i

MARBET

’RODUCE

AT THE

Island was

: a t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,'on the 10th day of
i
May, A. D. 1921.

(

WOMAN WANTED 1921 DORT CAR

friends in town recently.

A severe thunder shower and gale of
wind passed over this section Sunday,
doing a lot of damage to buildings and
fruit trees.

_.

DIED.

Norman Woodbury and Nina Townsend visited Melissa Post Sunday.
on

*

j

Miss Clara Wadsworth of Appleton
visited friends in town Sunday.

Llewellyn Post of Rhode

Thursday
Morning

Cooper- Ramsdell
In Damariscotta, May 21, bj Rev. Thomas B. Hughes,
Ralph Leonard Cooper of Belfast and
Miss Gladys Sadie Ramsdell of Medford,
formerly of Milo.
GORDON-SYLVESTER.
In Hampden,
May 1, by Rev. Alfred G. Henstead,
Charles Roland Gordon of Hampden and
Gertrude P. Sylvester of Belfast.
KNIGHT-SHERMAN.
In New York,
May 8, Frank A. Knight of Waltham,
and
Miss
Ida
Sherman
of Pripit,
Mass.,
Maine.
ROBBINS-BRALEY.
In Belfast, May
1, by Rev. William Vaughan, Leroy E.
Robbins and Miss Elsie Braley, both of
Belfast.
W ESCOTT-CONDON.
In Belfast, at
the Congregational parsonage by Rev.
Alfred C. Elliott, Maurice Wescott and i
Miss Emma Condon, both of Brooksville.

Miss Belle Shibles has begun house•
keeping at the old home place.

calling

Sale
Starts
This

BORN

j

Carnenter Work
1 Done at Reasonable Prices.

RALPH RICHARDS,
Belfast
3 Charles Street,
2w21

Tea 3C Coffee

l

"

219 State Street.

MASSACHUSETTS
Most Liberal

Aa'id"

Health

PMMf'

and

GUY A. GRAY, Ag^
BELFAST, MAINE
6w21*

